LlîKKT D. PARK.

AMONG THE FABMERS.

Licensed Auctioneer,

MAINE.

SOUTH PARIS.

"

SPKKD

THK FLOW."

Terme Moderate.

/jHARLES

P.

on practical agricultural topics
Correspondence
Is solicited.
Addreae all communications In

BARNES,

tended

Attorney at Law,

BUCK,

L.

Dentist,

Surgeon

my l>c*t wor* warranted.
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JONES,
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Dentist,
MAINE.

NORWAY,

SMITH,

Attorney at Law,
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Sj>eclalty

hRKICK A PARK.

Attorneys at Law,
MAINE.

KKTHEL,

Ellerv C. Park.

AMtaon K. Herrlck.
u·

RluIlT 4

WHEELER,

strengthened!

A'tomeys and Counsellors at Law,
SOUTH PARIS. MAINE.

.I.'imco S.

STUART & CO.,

J. H.

KNOINKEKS AND SURVEYORS.
High Street, South Parle, Maine.
Telephone 111-12.

CIVIL
Λ

Μ

ι;

Alton C. Wheeler.

Wright.

Map* and Plans made to order.
of the tlmberlands and pocket maps of

for sale.
Publisher· of the Atlas of
:it ν

Maine.)

Co.,

Wm. C. Leavitt
St., Norway,

14 Main

Me.

Stoves,

Hardware,

Ranges.

and

All Kinds of

Pipe Repairing,

Lead

and Iron.

Telephone 1:11-11.

J. WALDO

NASH,

Licensed Taxidermist,
Temple Street,

rear

Masonic Block,
NORWAY.

Telephone Connection.
HOLLISTER 3

Roc'<y i'cuntain Tea Nuggets

A Bu*v Medicine for Busy People.
Brln^i GuiJoa Health an J Renewed Vigor.
A epeWflo f >r Constipation. In lice^tion. I.lee
Lcze.'na. Impure
and Kidn-v Trouble*.

Pimples,
BI-hnI. H.i f Breath, SIiiKg.'sh Bowels, Headache
1 B-K'kiU'he. Ir's Ri-ky Mountain Tea in taliGenuine made by
1-t form. 3."» «.•«'tits a b<>*.
UoLmster I)*"u Compan y, Madison, Wis.
GOLDEN NUGGETS FOR CALLOW PEOPLE

a:i

Mm Sîeamsfiip Company.
Portland Division.

Steamships "Governor Dingley" or
(iovernor Cobb" leave Franklin Wharf,
Portland, week days at 7 r. m., Sundays
at S p. m. for Boston.
Roturnlng
Leave Union Wharf, Boston, at 7 p.m.,
for Portland.

Through

tickets on sale at
railroad stations.

Freight rates

as

low

as

principal

other lines.

All cargo, except Live Stock, is
sured against fire and marine risk.

in-

C. C. BKOWX, General Agent,
Boston, Mass.

Cord Wood,

Slab Wood,

Edgings,

Stove Wood and
Coal at
A. W. Walker &

Son's,

South Paris, Maine.

A Reliable

Remedy
Ely's Cream Balm

The Maine Agricultural Experimen
Station is now mailing bulletin 156 01
feeding stuff inspection. The bulleti

I

Office Hour·—9 to 12—1 to 4.
V.

SEEDS AND FEED8 EXAMINED.

\

MAINE.

SOUTH PARIS,

Maine.

for this department to Hknst D.
Hammond, Agricultural K<lltor Oxford Dem
contains the analysis of approximate!;
ocrat, Parle. Me.
feed in,
500 samples of commercial
stuffs aβ received from correspondent î
The University of Maine.
A
the
and taken by
specie 1
inspector.
examination was made of gluten feed •
THK
ITS
OK
KOBTIETU for the presence of acid and added color
COMPLETION
Some brands were fount
matter.
*EAK MARKED BY INCREASED l'ROS- ing
inexcusable and daugerou
to carry
I'EHITT AND
L A BO Ε PROMISE FOR amounts of
acid, apparently showinj
THK Fl'Tt'BK.
that sufficient attention was not given ii j
of the goods to pre
manufacture
tbe
vent an excess of acid accumulating. I
hie has been one of the prosperous feed
containing such amounts of free
years io the history of this institution. mineral acids as some of these good »
in
the
There has been a great increase
carried would be apt to be destructivi *
income and equipment, as well as in the to the teeth and harmful to the
digestivi
number of teachers and investigators
apparatus of the animals. Many of th<
and in students. The standards have brands are artificially colored with thi
been raised in the matters of admission
apparent intention to deceive.
and of requirements for the degrees.
The finding of a large number ο t
The legislative appropriation of $05,000 weed seeds of a dangerous character ii ι
annually for general purposes has per- certain feeding stuffs led to a thorougl
mitted of the raising of salaries, thereby examination of practically all of thi
calling stronger men to the faculty circle. feeding stuffs offered in Maine in 1907-8
Among the new men are a biologist, an I Germioatiou tests were also made of thi )
assistant professor of botany, an asso- weed seeds in
many of the brands. Thi 1
ciate biologist and an assistant professor results of this examination are striking
of Romance languages. There are now and also
disquieting. One feeding stuf
seven Harvard men in the faculty.
very widely advertised and sold in the
In the increased equipment the Col- state was found to be made up of fron
lege of Agriculture has not been over- 20 to ϋϋ per cent of viable weed seeds
looked, engineering, biologv, the library Λ germination test showed that tbii
and the museum of natural history have feed would produce at the rate of aboul
The two million noxious
each been materially
plants for each 100
library no* contains more than thirty- pound bag.
of
The
volumes.
six thousand
building
Some whole grain shipped into the
the central heating and power plant has Uate was found to carry large amounti
been a great factor in adding to the com- ;>f
foreign weed seeds. One car of oati
fort of the buildings aud cheapening the carried over 15 per cent foreign weec
Most of the
cost of light and heat.
<eeds, including 22 different kinds ol
university buildings aud several of the" bad weeds. There is a stringent law
fraternity houses are already connected regulating tbe sale of agricultural seeds
with the plant, and uext year other There wuuld seem to be equal need of f
buildings will be connected.
law regarding noxious weed seede it
The agricultural building, already be^ feeding stuffs. An occasional feed wai
;
gun, will house all the departments of found to carry corn cockle, the seed ol
the College of Agriculture, and will be which is poisonous to stock. This mat
one of the most promiueut and credit·
ter of weed seeds in feeding stuffs is die
able structures on the campus. Three cussed at considerable length in th<
been started bulletin. Tbe bulletin will be sent fre<
new chapter houses have
or finished within a few months, making
Maine on application t(
Co anyone in
eleven in all. The admission of state Director C. D. Woods, Orono, Maine.—
in
the
beneuniversities to participation
S'ew England Homestead.
fits of the Carnegie foundation, giving
rea
substantial
teachers
retired
their
Feeding Milk Cows Grain in Summer
tiring allowance, has helped this as well
There is a time during the summei
I underas other similar institutions.
months when the average pasture ii 1
stand one teacher, a former president of
short. During this time tbe milk
the university, who has spent the best irory
cows must be fed something in additiot
years of his life here, is to retire at the
to grass.
Many farmers consider that t
close of this year.
ration of grain will do this better anc
The College of Agriculture has been
more economically than anything else
particularly fortunate in interesting the \s a rule
this ie not true. There are
farmers of the state in its work. It has
conditions under which grain very large
and
lectures
extension
given many
has to be relied upon for supplement
demonstrations in the farming sections ly
the pasture, but under average fartr
of the state, and mure than one hundred ing
has been demonstrated
its
corre- conditions it
taken
have
already
persons
that the feeding of grains during tbe
Farmers'
week,
courses.
spondence
itimmer months is not usually a profit
last March, which was fully reported in
»blo proposition. Green forage cropi
The Tribune Farmer, was very successshould be raised. In other words, sum
ful, and without doubt will be still mer
pasture should be provided. Pod
The
more largely attended next season.
1er corn makes an excellent feed during
has
and
Sciences
of
Arts
prob
Co lege
fall months. Pumpkins may
the
ably made the largest relative gain, the jftenearly
be raised to advantage. Succo<
uumberof students having increased from
of barley and oats, often
a
mixture
127 to 160. There are also more post- :ash,
iuakes a desirable summer pasture anc
graduates than ever before. The standindicate that such pastures
ard of work in the College of Law was experiments
more economical than grain feeding.
evinced recently by the establishment tie
Some years ago tbe Kansas Experithere of a chapter of the legal fraternity
ment Station allowed one lot of cowt
of Phi Delta Phi. There is a continualtbe run of a pasture without grain. An
ly increasing number of college gradu- jther lot was
pastured and fed six
ates studying in the College of Law.
of a mixture of grain composed
The graduates from the College of pounds
jf one third wheat bran, one-third cort
Technology compare most favorably
ineal and one-third ground oats. At th<
with those from other institutions, aud
»nd of the test it was found that the
many of them are now occupying lucra- cows at
pasture, receiving no grain, gav<
tive positions. A new departure in the
larger net returns ^ian those fed grair
routine of the university is a board of
η addition.
preachers, furnished by various religious
At the Cornell Experiment Station
denominations. Some of the most noted
Stsw
York, cows at pasture were fed si]
divines have addressed the student body
:o nine pounds daily of a grain mixture
during the last year. The attendance of
of 100 pounds of wheat bran,
the students at these meetings and the composed
of cottonseed meal and li
interest shown by the faculty are very 100 pounds
pounds of malt sprouts. Several teeti
gratifying.
>f this kind were made and the conclu
The gain in students during the last
«ions drawn therefrom were that th< ,
year has been shared by all the departof grain did not yield increased
ments. There are now 770 studeuts, as feeding
against &<7 in 1906-Ό7, a gain of eightyA number of other teste might be
Of the 123
seven, or 12 1-2 per cent.
;ited but the conclusion would not be
students graduated in 1907, practically
This does not mean, oi
all are already tilling desirable positions. •banged.
that when the pasture is unabU
The institution cannot help growiug :ourse,
to supply an abundance of food for tb«
and winuing the confidence of the peostuck it is nut better to feed grain that
the
is
by
its
while
shaped
policy
ple
[o allow the cows to run down, but il
broad and comprehensive methods of
even if annua
His motto, the means that pasturing
President Fellows.
crups must be used for tiding
carrying out of which is absorbing his pasture
>ver tbe season of short pastures is mon
entire efforts, is to make its work "one
economical than grain feeding or partia
of direct educational influence with all
It must be borne ir
the people in all occupations and of all I çrain feeding.
mind however that unless cows giving t
ages."
tlow of milk have an abund
Uow better could the crowning in- i-ery heavy
int supply of good, nutritious grast
stitution of the state's broad and elaborwill not be able to get the required
ate system of education be budded? they
amount of nutrimont. In such casei ι
What more noble occupation ie there
*ome grain should be fed in addition.—
than such teaching?— B. Walker Mcfarmers' Tribune.
Keen,
Fryeburg, Me., in Tribune
Farmer.
Items for Milk Producers.
How Horses are Sold at Boston.
If you drive the cows with a dog, le ;
Are there sale stables for horses at tiim be a good one, but I have alwayc
ii
Brighton υΓ Watertown, Mass? From found that a little bran in the manger
what parts of the country do they secure better than the best of dogs.
foi
best
the
Tin vessels are always
horses for the Boston trade? D» they
ab
sell at private sale or auction, and about holding milk. Wooden pails will
milk and the little milk absorbe< I
sorb
how many horses are sold daily?—Aliwill rot in the grains of the wood anc
son Manchester, Litchfield County, Ct.
Practically no horses are sold at either set as yeaût to taint the warm milk pu :
the Brighton or Watertown markets. in.
A great many milk producers are ad
Sale stables are located chieHy in the
test
vicinity of the North Station, Bost on, al- verse to the use of the Babcock
uses n< 1
though a few stables are found outside simply for the reason that it
of that district
Seveuty-five to ninety partiality. If rightly handled it doei 1
in Bos- straight work, no question about that.
per cent of the horses marketed
Many a promising dairy animal hai
ton are sold at auction on Wednesdays
fed a ,
and Saturdays. Private sales are car- beeu ruined while young by being
,
ried on at all times. Anywhere from HO we would a calf intended for beef. Skin
tlax seed is one ο [
to 100 horses are sold at these auctions. milk, uat meal aud
ι
The green horses disposed of at Bos- the best and most ecunomical feeds for
ton Come chiefly from the west, Iowa, growing calf.
Do not lose your temper and saj
Illinois, Indiaua, Ohio and Michigan
sending liberal supplies. Some come things that you will be sorry about after
from territory beyond the Missouri wards if your milk don't test up quit
Di
River. Canada also contributes freely as high as you expected it would.
Most of the western horses your best and look to tbe average re
at times.
suits. If they are not satisfactory
are workers, although a small percent
change cows.
age of drivers also arrive.
Every effort should be used by th<
Occasionally there is an auction sale
Kentucky horses, but farmer to get the milk to the creamer;
of high bred
to hi 1
generally drivers and saddlers are not in good condition for it is greatly of th 5
sold in this manner. There are a num- interest to do so. The prosperity
ber of stables making a specialty of producer is to a certain extent depend
of the individual cream
gentlemen's horses. These are picked ent upon that
from breed- eryinan while in the case of the co
up largely in New England
Maine or Vermont probably operative creamery he has a direct in
ers direct.
furnishes the greater part of these tereet.
The farmer who has not cows enougl )
horses.
ha 1
There is a heavy trade in second-hand to warrant the use of a separator
ο ^
horses in addition to the above classes. not enough to warrant the making
farm
Most of these are put into the atictiou butter, yet there are a great many
for various reasous ers who still persist in keeping half
rooms by owners
milk i
and are sold on commission. Some dozen cows and setting their
The loss t >
Most of them are pans, crocks and cans.
move as low as §10.
milk in thi i
of poor grade, as the good horses can be farmers who cream their
results c f
sold readily at private sale. In some way is very great. From tbe
with tests made it has been clearly prove< j
cases a partial guarantee is given
most second-hand that there is a loss of three-quarters of 4
green horses, but
is
stock is sold as it stands. Only an ex- pound of butter more when the cream
in buy- raised by the gravity system than whe
pert can afford to take his chance in New
the separator is used.—V. M. Couch i 1
ing this way.—Fred E. Keay
Homestead.
Turf, Farm and Home.

Norway, Me.
Rycrson Block,
Telephone Connections.
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The

CATARRH

is quickly absorbed.
Cum Relief at Once.
It cl ttnses, soothes,
L'-uU i»iid protects
the diseusetf membnme resulting from
Catarrh and drives
away a Cold in the
H»ad quickly. lies' .ires the S^ii^es of
Liste ;t:nl Sun 11. Full siz«· ">0 cts.. at Drugor by niaiL Iu liquid form, 73 <·«·ηΙβ.
Lly Brothers, 5ύ Wurreu Street, New York.

|

HAY FEVER

FOR SALE.
2 1-2 story dwelling-house, pleasantly
located in the village of West Paris.
< insists of nine rooms and bath-room,
shed and stable. About .%4 acre of land,
The buildwith apple and pear trees.
ings are situated high from the street,
*ith broad piazza shaded with vines.
<
A spring ol
a tine view.

I

raniundiug

These build
pure water on premises.
ini;s are well and prettily furnished anci
the owner would be glad to sell th<
furniture and furnishings with tht
house. This is a great bargain and wil
be sold on reasonable terms. Call on οι
address, W. J. Wheeler, Sooth Paris

Maine.

England

Glasses Warranted.

Specialist
If you want the ben t
of tçlaeeee, consult mc
Come here. Why?
c*u.<e my succeexful experience and
epecU !
In the optical business enable* ui
to k'ljust
ijulckly to the tnoet ilellrate vUlon

knowledge

j

The farmers of the northwest are
the
said to be strangely influenced by
and hogs.
present high price of corn
hogs.
They are selling both corn and to
the
Corn is worth too much to feed
fancy
porkers and as both are bringing
prices the farmer is realizing handsome-

ly. But at the same time he is depleton the
ing hie swine herds and banking
future that corn will be as high In the
he
and
fall as it is at the present time,

does not care to have hogs consume
properly tltuM "ens. Con dilutions or examloi
such corn. As i. result fewer hogs will
tion·» free.
this year,
be raised in the northwest
will be very
I while the corn acreage
of high
largely increased in anticipation
who clings
prices. The eastern farmer
Kye Specialist, Norway, Me. Tel. 18-4.
is
to his hogs and feeds on forage crops
sure to find a good market next

DR. PARMENTEF

We Do all Kinds of....
JOB PRINTING.

Atwood & Forbes, South Parti •

pretty
fall.—Maine Farmer.

all
Don't be afraid to give the chicks
for
the sour milk they will eat. Good
If there is anything better I have

them.
never

found it.—Farm Journal.

By Ο. HENRY.
ICopyright. 190G, by the S. 8. McClur· Co.]
NE evening wheu Andy Dono■ ■
van went to dinner at bis
J Second avenue boarding bouse
Mrs. Scott Introduced blm to
a new boarder, a young lady, Mi»·
Conway. Miss Conway was small and
unobtrusive. She wore a plain, rnuffy
brown dress and bestowed her interest, which seemed languid, upon her
plate. She lifted her diffident eyelids
and shot one perspicuous, judicial
glance at Mr. Donovan, politely murmured his uame and returned to her
mutton. Mr. Donovan bowed with the
grace and beaming smile that were
rapidly winning for him social, busi·
ness and political advancement and
erased the suufify brown one from the
tablets of his consideration.
Two weeks later Andy was sitting on
the front steps, enjoying his cigar.
There was a soft rustle behind and
above him, and Andy turned hie head
—and had his head turned.
Just coming out the door was Miss
Conway. She wore a night black dress
of crepe de—crepe de—oh, this thin
black goods. Fier hat was black, and

^

J

j

true friend."
believe you to be
Mr. Donovan gazed long and with
much interest at tbe photograph in tbe
locket tbat Miss Conway opened for
blm. Tbe face of Count Mazzinl was
It was a
one to command Interest.
smooth, Intelligent bright, almost a
handsome facé—the face of a strong,
chcerful man who might well be a
a

leader among his fellows.
"I have a larger one framed In my
room," said Miss Conway. "When we
return, 1 will show you tbat. They
are all I have to remind me of Fer
nando. But be ever will be present in

my heart, that's a sure thing."
A subtle task confronted Mr. Dono
van. that of supplanting the unfortunate count In the heart of Miss Conway. This his admiration for lier de

Filipino people.

holding Dis arm tigntiy and wetting
the crepe de chine with tears.
'There, there, there!" southed Andy,
putting aside his own trouble. "And
what is it now?"
"Andy," sobbed Maggie, "I've lied to
you, and you'll never marry me or
love me any more. But I feel that

UheHheln

Life of

I've got to tell. Andy, there never was
much as the little finger of a count
I never had a beau In my life. But all
the other girls bad, and they talked
about 'em, and that seemed to make
the fellows like 'em more.
And, Andy, 1 look swell in black—you know I
do.
So I went out to a photograph
store and bought that picture and had
a little one made for my locket and
made up all that story about the count
and about his being killed so 1 could
wear black.
And nobody can love a
liar, and you'll shake me, Andy, and
I'll die for shame.
Oh, there never
was anybody I
liked but you—and
that's all!"
But instead of being pushed away
she found Andy's arm folding her
She looked up and saw his
closer.
face cleared and smiling.
"Could you—could you forgive me.
so

I

I

A CT

UheManof

I

The Hour

|;

A Bitf Man Physically and Mentally, Who Has
Made His Mark as Lawyer, Judge, Diplomat,
Few Men In
Globe Trotter and Statesman

;

tified With Great Events

j

—

American History Have Been So Notably Iden·
J+
J+
J+
as He.

I

By ROBERTUS LOVE.
[Copyright. 1308, by Robertus Love.]
mon in American history have
been so notably
Identified with

FEW

big

as
events
William Howard
Tuft. If there Is
such a thin? as a
born public mun,
this Clneinnntlan
is one. It is popular to cull Mr.
Tift big.
1'hysically he is α

Andy?"
"Sure," said Andy.

"It's all right
about that Back to the cemetery for
the count You've straightened everything out, Maggie. I was in hopes
1
you would before the wedding day

heavyweight,

three

a

hundred

!
I

THE PRISON BIRD.
Beauty Seals His Mat·
Up In th· Neat.
The peculiarity of the prison bird, a
feathered beauty of Africa, is that
he is the most tyrannical and jealous
3f husbands, imprisoning his mate
throughout her uesting time. LivingThis African

ant-holy.

Gather the idea, girls—all black, you
know, with the preference for crepe de
-oh, crepe de chine—that's It—all
black, and that sad. faraway look and
the hair shining under the black veil
(you have to be a blond, of course),

He accepted
lstratlon of the islands.
appointment to the chairmanship of
the Philippine commission as a matter of public duty and proceeded to
Manila with Ills l'amilv

watched the bird's habits while
in Monpuur and in his subsequent observations referred to the nest as a
prison and the female bird as a slave.
The nest is built iu the hollow of a
tree through au opening in the bark.
As soon as it ·.> completed the mother
bird enters carefully and fearfully and
settle? dowu In It. Then papa walls

up the opeuing, leaving only just space
Ί ι/«tes / am pour company. Mr Hum»
enough for air and food to pass through.
mourning costumes this way?
vu η."
He keeps faithful guard and brings
Mr. Donovan suddenly reinscrlbed
food at regular intervals without fail.
Miss Conway upon the tablets of his ternilued him to do. Hut the rnagul
consideration. He threw away the re- tude of the undertaking did nut seesu The female thrives under her enforced
The sympa
But if the prison bird Is
retirement
maining inch and a quarter of his cigar to weigh upon his spirits.
rub- killed or in any other way prevented
that would have been good for eight tbetic hut cheerful friend was the
minutes yet and quickly shifted his be essayed, and he played It so suc- from fulfilling his duties the mother
found and her little oues must die of starvacenter of gravity to his low cut patent cessfully that the next half hour
theui couverslug pensively across two tion, for she canuot free herself from
leathers.
then· bondage.
"It's a fin»·, clear evening. Miss Con- plates of Ice cream, though yet
was no diminution of the sadness in
Normally the imprisonment lasts tin
buweather
the
if
and
lie
said,
way."
til the chicks are old enough to fly
reau could have heard the confident Miss Cou way's large gray eyes.
Before they parted In the hall that Then the male bird destroys the haiemphasis of his tones It would have
rau upstairs and brought
rier with his beak and liberates his
hoisted the square white signal ancl evening she
"It is charming," writes Livdown the framed photograph wrapped family.
nailed it to the mast
Mr
silk scarf
ingstone, "to see the Joy with which
'•To them that has the heart to en- lovingly in a white
it with inscrutable the little prisoners greet the light and
joy it, It Is. Mr. Donovan." said Miss DotiovaD surveyed
the unkjiown world."
eyes.
a
with
sigh.
Conway,
"He gave iue this tbe night he left
Mr. Donovan in his heart cursed fair
had
"I
τηη «r»r»n
Dmertki
weather. Heartless weather! It should for Italy," said Miss Conway.

cynical

hall and blow and snow to be consowith the mood of Miss Conway.
"1 hope none of your relatives—I hope
you haven't sustained a loss?" vennant

tured Mr. Donovan.
"Death has claimed," said Miss Con
way. hesitating, "not a relative, but one
who- But I will not intrude my grief
upon you, Mr. Donovan."
"Intrude?" protested Mr. Donovan.
"Why, say, Miss Conway, I'd be delighted—that is. I'd be sorry-I mean
I'm sure nobody could sympathize with
you truer than I would."
Miss Conway smiled a little smile

And. oh. It was sadder than her ex
pression in respose.
"
'Laugh, and the world laughs with
you: wtvp. and they give you the
she quoted.
lau^li.'

"1 have learned that. Mr. Donovan.
I have no friends or acquaintances in
Hut you have been kind to
this city
I appreciate it highly."
me.
lie had passed lier the pepper t>*i *e
at til;· talile.
"It's tough to be alone in New York
-that's a cinch," said Mr. Donovan.
"But. say. whenever this little old town
Jim's loosen up ami «et friendly it goes
the limit
Say you took a little stioil
iu the park. Miss Conway. I>on't you
think it might cuase away some of
your mulligrubs? And If you'd allow
me"—

"Thanks. Mr. Donovan. I'd be pleased

accept of your escort if you think
the company of one whose heart is
tilled with gloom could be anyways
agreeable to vou."
Through the open gates of the Iron
railed, old. downtown park, where the
elect once took the air, they strolled
to

and found a quiet bench.
There is this difference between the
grief of youth and that of old age:
Youth's burden is lightened by as
much of It as another shares. Old age
remay give and give, but the sorrow
mains the same.

"He was my flance," confided Miss
Conway at the elid of an hour. "We
were going to be married next spring
1 don't want you to think that I am
stringing you, Mr. Douovan, but he
He had an estate
was a real couut.

and a castle lu Italy. Couut Fernando
Mazzini was his uanie. I never saw
Papa
the beut of him for elegance.
objected, of course, and once wo
eloped, but papa overtook us and took
I thought sure papa and
us back.
Papa
Fernando would tight a duel.
has a livery business—In P'kipsee, you
know.

"Finally papa came around, all
right, and said we might lw» married

the one for the locket made from this
"A flue looking man." said Mr Dono
van heartily. "IIow would It suit you.
Miss Conway, to give me pleasure of
your company to Coney next Suudaj

afternoon?"
A month later they announced their
engagement to Mrs. Scotc aud the otb
Miss Conway continued
er boarders.
to wear black.
A

wee* arter

me

anuouinreuieui

iur

two sat on the saine bench in the
downtown park, while the fluttering
leaves of the trees made a dim kineto·
ecopic picture of them lu the moon·
light. But Donovan had woru a look
lie was
of abstracted gloom all day.
so silent tonight that love's lips could
not keep back any longer the questions
that love's heart propounded.
"What's the matter. Andy, you are so
solemn and grouchy touigbt?"

"Nothing, Maggie."

"I know better. Cau't I tell? You
What is
never acted this way before.
It?"
"It's nothing much. Maggie."
"Yes, It Is, and I want to know. I'll
bet It's some other girl you are thinking about. All right. Why don't you
go get her if you want her? Take your
arm away. If you please."
"I'll tell you then," said Andy wisely,
"but I guess you won't understand It
exactly. You've heard of Mike Sulll
van, haven't you? 'Big Mike' Sullivan

everybody calls him."
"No, I haven't." said Maggie.

"And
I don't want to If he makes you act
like this. Who is he?"
"He's the biggest ina:i in New ^ork,"
«aid Andy almost reverently. "He can
about do anything lie wants to with
Tammany or an ν other old thlug lu the
political line, lie's a mile high and as
You say anybroad as the East river
thing agulnst Big Mike aid you'll

have a million men on your collarbone
in about two seconds. Why. he made
a visit over to the old country awhile
back, and the kings took to their holes

like rabbits.
"Well. Big Mike's a friend of mine.
1 ain't more than deuce high In the
district as far as Influence goe9, but
Mike's as good a friend to u little man
I
or a poor man as he Is to a big one.
met him today on the Bowery, and
what do you think he does? Comes up
'Andy,' says he,
and shakes hands.

'I've been keeping cases on you.
You've been putting In some good licks
over ou your side of the street, and
I'm proud of you. What'll you take to
drink?' He takes a cigar, and 1 take
I told him I was going to
a

highball.

get married In two weeks. 'Andy,'
so I'll
says he, 'send me an Invitation
keep In mind of It, and I'll come to the
wedding.' That's what Big Mike says
to me, and he always does what be
"

says.
"You don't' understand It, Maggie,
but I'd have one of my bands cut off
to have Big Mike Sullivan at our wed
of
ding. It would be the proudest day
When he goes to a man's
my life.

wedding there's a guy being married
that's made for life. Now, that's why
I've maybe looking sore tonight."
"Why don't you Invite him, then. If
he's so much to the mustard?" said
Maggie lightly.
"There's a reason why 1 can't," «aid
Andy sadly. "There's a reason why
Don't ask me
he mustn't be there.
what it le, for I cau't tell you."
"Oh, I don't care." said Maggie
"It's

something

■ uunvuu

highly poisonous.

It was found also that two cigars of
the saine brand and strength often
produced differing degrees of discoloration of the cottou. Further Investigation showed that these differences were
due to the length of time occupied in
smoking. The same weight of tobacco
smoked iu five minutes produced nearly three times as many yellowish
brown spots us if it were smoked iu
fifteen minutes. The professorr therefore concluded that a rapid smoker
inhales a much larger quantity of
poisonous substance, to the consequent
of his health, thin does his
more phlegmatic colleagut.—Pl.ll Mall

ïlnl?"
lie waited a
did not reply.
leaned ag;viust
to cry—to cry

recovering»—Why—er—you

see.

Bill,

Art Appreciation.
"You Americans don't j.ppreclate art"
■aid the man from abroad.
"We don't eh?" rejoined the earnest

patriot "Why. we pay some opera
singers more than we do baseball players:"-Exchange.

politics, of
reason why you

his shoulder aud began
and shake with sobs,

as

Austria and to Russia.
William H. Taft was born in Cinciniati Sept. 15, 1857. He grew up in his
lative city and was prepared for col·
ege in the local schools. His mother
svas a highly educated woman. It Is
mid that the Taft family always made

The judge
ι specialty of education.
md his wife determined that all their
children should receive the best echoastic training that was to be had. Wil-

in

ιυυυ

wtmain

»i.

xaii
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international figure
Speaking almost literally, the eyes of the
world were upon him. It devolved upon lilrn to administer the affairs of a
turbulent archipelago but lately re
leased from centuries of despotic misrule nud still struggling violently
against the manifest destiny of American guardiaushlp. No other American
statesman ever was called upon to
How well
undertake a like task.
.fudge Taft fulfilled his mission is Indicated by the present situation in the
islands. After bringing about a setnblance of civic organization Taft was
appointed civil governor of the Philippines. lie remained four years In
the islands. When Anally he returned
to the United States to become secretary of war in the Itoosevelt cabinet
he had molded form out of chaos and
had given the Filipinos a running start
toward ultimate self government of

cnine an

don't like the government you can get
out."
And he said it (irmly, though, of
course, good naturedly. An ill natured
remark from Taft Is a thing altogether
unknown. It Is not of record that the

ever got angry save upon
that one memorable occasion when as
a young lawyer he thrashed a fellow
who had libeled Taft's father. Even
then Taft took his own time about get

big Ohloan

Ham was α diligent student who mas
tered Liu studies by dint of bard dig
glug. He entered Yale In 1874 and was
graduated four years later wltb second
honors In a class of 121 members. Iu
college he was known as a clean,
mauly youth, always ready to take

part In athletics, but
his studies for sport.

never

neglecting

Classmates de
clare that Bill Ta ft was the moot
popular fellow in the class of 1878
The young man returned to Cincinnati with liis diploma and passed
through a law school. lu 18S0 he was
admitted to tbe bar. While waiting for

clients he worked as a court reporter
on the Cincinnati Times and later on
the Cincinnati Commercial. The prosecuting attorney met the young lawyer
reporter and took such a fancy to him
that he appointed Taft his assistant.
That was in 1881. Not long afterward
the young man was appointed collector
of internal revenue for his district
l uring tbe administration of President
Harrison the Cincinnati lawyer made
his first official appearance in Washington as solicitor general for tbe United States. President Harrison appointed him in 1802 a Judge of tbe United
States circuit court. Prior to this Mr.
Taft bad sat on the !>eneb of the stipe
rior court In Ohio, first through appointment by Governor ForaRer. now
United States senator, and later bj

Weekly.

election.

Light may disclose a Jewel, but It
takes darkness to disclose a star.—Van

Wilyears, up to tbe year 1900
II. Taft bad won only a local
reputation. To be sure, he was wide-

Dyke.

Thus

Though in public office for about fif-

teen

liam

A Bath a Month.
the people of Persia aru
not great believers lu the old maxim
"Cleanliness is next to godliness," for
batbs are only taken once a month by

Apparently

the most approved American brand.
Reforo departing for the Philippines
Judge Taft had said at a dinner that
his sincere purpose was to help the people of those islands. When lie was governor of tlie archipelago some American residents cotuplalnod of certain
rulings made by him. Taft replied:
"These islands are bel η κ governed
for the benefit of the natives. If you

WILLIAM Π. TAFT AT THREE TEAKS.

about

long time, but Maggie
And then suddenly she

secretury of war and attorney general in the cabinet of President
irant and afterward was minister to

periods

vacant. You can see that the otlice is
full of guests, and it is uot probable
that we shall have such a room as you
desire until one of our guests dies—or
gets married." Sweeping the office
with her eyes, the young woman replied sweetly, "Oh, theu, it is hope-

HI· Way.
But it's no
First Broker—I bear Ifa been touch
cau't smile at me."
"Maggie." said Andy presently, "do tnd go with poor old Carter. Second
did of Ditto-Yes, ho touched me for a dollar
you think as much of me us you
Maz this
morning and went—Harper'·
your—as you did of the Count
course.

WILLIAM HOWAED TAFT, ΓΕ0Μ HIS LATEST PICTURE.

half a day?" With a startled look
she replied, "I want one at $.'$ a week."
"We have rooms at that price, but none

It never struck me iu dat light before,
fie It really as bad as all dat?—ruck.

was

dupois.
Copyright by J. Ε. Purdy, Boston.

a

er

career

m American

vantage.
In the Philippines Mr. Taft had a
serious illness. When convalescent he
cabled Elihu Hoot, then secretary of
war, "I-'eel line; rode eighteen miles
Mr. Hoot caon army mule today."
bled back: "Glad you are all right.
How Is the mufd?"
This, of course,
was an official Joke on the Taft avoir-

class was a young, prepossessing
an, who, a few days ago. walked to the
desk and hesitatingly asked if a room
could be had at a moderate price.
"Would you like a room at a dollar and

Pretty Bad.
Boston BUI—I'm getting weary of
this blase, nomadic, peripatetic existence. Aren't you, pal? Omaha Red (aft-

nistory. But his
The
still In the making.
United States found It necessary under
treaty provisions to Interfere In the
affairs of Cuba In the Interest of peace
Secretary
and a stable government.
Ta ft proceeded to the island and
nursed It through the throes of a civic
revolution. In Cuba, as in the Philippines, Taft spelled "tact."
Though in public life for a quarter
of a century, Mr. Taft's only elective
office was that of superior court Judge
in Ohio. That office he resigned to accept a presidential appointment. The
fact that four presidents of the United
States have selected him for import int
posts indicates tlie capabilities of (he
Taft was but twenty-four yo.trs
man.
of age when President Arthur made
him collector of internal revenue for
This
the district in which he lived.

securely

ing a civil government for the native
and refused to return tu the
United States merely for his own ad-

worn

"It was lovely—the melody divine,
the harmony exquisite!"
"It is the very thing I played last
evening, and you said it was horrid."
"Well, the steak was burned last
evening."—Stray Stories.

ARMT

peoples

Her Sweet Revenge.
Difficult subjects
require careful
handling, and for this reason a room
clerk at a woman's hotel must have
special qualifications. One of the many
applicants to approach a clerk of this

"music In hi3 soul" when there Is discord in his stomach.
Husband—What was that you were
playing, my dear?
Wife-Did you like It?

IfULB.

THK

highly important duties there In mold-

Gazette.

Changed Accompaniment.
One can hardly be expected to have

WAB AND

bench lie was forfeiting a tine career
jurist. Twice during his stay in
the Philippine Islands lie could have
ascended the supreme inmch had he
been willing to quit Ills work In the
Hut hi' was in the midst of
islands.

injur}*

less!"—New York Tribune.

THE SECKETAKY OF

as a

Pip· Leisurely.

to be of a tarry nature, produced during the process of combustion, and

^31

jut-'

Some of his frieuds foït that In ac-

That it is much more injurious to
smoke quickly tiiun slowly is the conclusion urrlvetl ut by two Austrian
scientists after careful study and exThe two professors—Dr. Lieberinann
and Dr. Davldovlcs— tested pieces of
cotton which had been placed in the
mouthpieces of pipes and cigar holders
and found them covered with yellowish brown flecks. These were found

%

J

cepting the chairmanship of the Philippine commission and quitting the

υιουιΐι

periment

(

position, which the average politician
would Ik? delighted to get. Taft resigned after less than a year In order
to practice law.

If You Mutt Smoke, Puff Your Cigar
or

pino understanding and Into the appreciation of the skeptic world.
When William H. Taft In 1904 returned to enter the cabinet he already
He had
was a man with α career.
achieved enough to place his name

filially it was determined to create a
commission to organize civil government in the islands, then in revolt and
under military rule, tile president looked about for a man big and broad and

stone

and try to look as if, although your
young life bad been blighted just as It
was about to give a hop, skip and η
Jump over the threshold of life, a walk
in the park might do you good and be
sure to happen out the door at the
right ihoment, and—oh, it'll fetch 'em
every time. But it's fierce, now, how
I am, ain't it, to talk about

mai

would sit in that tribuual.
In 181)8 the war with Spain threw
into American possession the Philippine Islands. President McKluley and
hi» cabinet passed anxious hours in
discussion of the problem "What shall
When
we do with the Philippines?"

j

His paternal grandfather
ions back.
vas a Vermont lawyer of distinction,
lis father was Jndge Alphonso Taft
tf Cincinnati, who served for brief

lie had snown

the archipelago's new government was
for the benefit of the native people and
uot in the iuterest of the American settlers. This attitude of a guardian nation to a ward was something new under the sun, and it required some time
for the fact to percolate Into the Fili-

ly and favorably known among lawan unyers as a Judge possessing in
usual measure the Judicial mind, but
ho was in no sense a national figure
He naa nmtmions toward tile supreme
bench, and there were eminent men
who predicted that Taft some day

Bully girl!"
ponnder.standing deep enough to hoIJ the chairmanship
"Andy," said Maggie, with a someWILLIAM U. Τ Λ FT,
six feet two inch- of that I
"Big Bill" Taft of his
tody
what shy smile, after she had been
GLOBE TROTTER.
es tall.
Mentally own slate was recommended as the
thoroughly assured of forgiveness, ilso he is a big man. The salient facts
-ludge Taft
very man for the place
"did you believe that story about the !
η his career prove this.
lie frankwas called to Washington,
count?"
Unlike most men of presidential ns- ly told the president that he had not
said
"Well, not to any large extent."
ilratlona, Mr. Taft never know what been in favor of acquiring the islands
Andy, reaching for bis cigar case, t was to be
poor. He was not born in the first place.
Notwithstanding
"because it's Big Mike Sullivan's piclch, but he was born well to do. There this, Judge Taft was deeme I the best
of
ture you've got
in that locket
in
life
nor
his
in
cabin
no
s
log
period
available man to undertake the admin
yours."
he lives of his ancestors for genera-

from it drooped and fluttered an ebon
veil, fllmy as a spider's web. 8be stood
on the top step and drew on black silk
gloves. Not a speck of white or a spot
of color about her dress anywhere,
lier rich golden hair was drawn, with
scarcely a ripple. Into a shining, smooth
knot low on her neck. Her face was
plain rather than pretty, but it was
illuminated and made almoit
now
beautiful by her large gray eyes that
gazed above the houses across the
street iuto the sky with an expression
of the most appealing sadness and mel·

Fernando showed him
next spring
thpn
oroofs of his ΜΗρ and wealth οηΛcastle
veut over to Italy to get the
ixed up for us.
Papa's very proud,
ind when Fernando wanted to give
lie several thousaud dollars for my
trousseau he called him down some:hing awful. Fie wouldn't even let me
uike a ring or any presents from him.
Secretary Wilson is about to retir i \nd when Fernando sailed I came to
from the United States Department c ' lie city and got a position as cashier
Agriculture. He has done wonderfu ' ti a candy store.
work during his II year·' administra
'Three days ago I got a letter from
tion, and has well earned the right to π
Italy, forwarded from P'kipsee, Baying
tire with honor. When Mr. Wilso q
:hat Fernando had been killed In a
«roes out President Roosevelt will prol h
accident
ably appoint Clifford Pinchot as his sui ι- fondola
"That Is why I am In mourning. My
This gentleman, as governmer t
ceasor.
forester for a series of years, has at
heart, Mr. Donovan, will remain for·
coraplished much directly, and sti 1 rver In his grave. I guess I am poor
more indirect!}, for the conservation (
rompany, Mr. Donovan, but I cannot
forests and the natuial resources. Bo
take auy Interest lu no one. I should
he is not a farmer, nor is be an agricu
not care to keep you from gayety and
tural scientist, although he bas made
friends, who can smile and enHne record as an administrator. M ·. your
would prePinchot is a gentleman of independei it tertalo you. Perhaps you
Ter to walk back to the house?"
means, who is devoting his time an d
Now, girls, If you want to observe a
abilities to tbe service of his country.New England Homestead.
young man hustle out after a pick and
shovel just tell him that your heart 1»
Voung
If you give your bene plenty of mixe d In some other fellow's grave.
feed, so arranged that they can sort 1 t meu ace, grave robbers by nature. Ask
over, they will balance their own ratios
iny widow. Something muet be done
—Farm Journal.
to restore that missing organ to weep-

1

Dead
tug angels Id crepe de ctnne.
met) certainly got the worst of It from
all sides.
"I'm awfully sorry," said Mr. Donovan gently. "No; we won't walk back
to tbe bouse just yet And don't say
you bareu't no friends in tbis city,
Miss Conway. I'm awful sorry, and 1
want you to believe I'm your friend
and tbat I'm awful sorry."
"I've got his picture here In my
locket" said Miss Conway after wiping ber eyes witb her handkerchief.
"I never showed it to anybody, but 1
will to you, Mr. Donovan, because I

ting good and mad.
The little Filipinos

were awed by the
immense size of the American who
had been sent to guide them into the
paths of progress. At first they held
aloof. Presently they began to come
closer. There was something in the
Taft smile Irresistibly attractive. This

big American was by no means so
fierce as ills size suggested. lie was In
fact docile and affable, a friendly sort
of fellow, who seemed to want to help
folks along. Moreover, he had no ex
aggcrated sense of his own importance,
lie wore no uniform, no gold lace, no
badges of distinction. White flannels
or duck sufficed for Governor Taft's
garb,· with a cap or a straw hat to cover his expansive head. He went around
among the nntives Just like an old

friend, studying their needs, Informing
himself as to their history, so that he
might the better appreciate their point
of view, and always passing upon matters of administration in the spirit of
the Jurist on the bench who weighs

carefully both sides of a case before
delivering his opinion.
The result of the Taft methods aud
the Taft manners was that the Fllipl
nos came to love the large and llitera1
American who was sent to rule over
Uem. They called him "Saint" Taft.
and when he departed for the United
States they were not to l>e comforted
Governor Taft had remained long
enough to prove to the Islanders that
the United States has no Intention to
exploit them or their resources for the
benefit of nuyljo.ly other than them
selves. He had made good his express
ed desire to do something to help the

the people, when they go to the public
baths and make amends, so to speak,
for the Infrequency of their nblution.<
by spending a whole day getting cleanAt the baths they
ed and trimmed.
are washed, shaved, dye their hair ami
nails, pet shampooed and spend the
rest of the day eating buns and drinking sherbet. There are tixed days for
men and women, and on bath days a
man goea about the streets shouting
After the
"Ilamum!" ("Bath day!"»
bath the ladies have their hair plaited
In a number of thin plaits, which are
not opened and combed out uutll the
next bath day comes round.

Thought Only of the Dynamite.
Some grim stories are told of Lord
Kitchener, says the United States Gazette. and we have read one which,
although we cannot vouch for the truth
of It, has a decided Kitchener flavor
A young subaltern who was
about It.
In charge of some works that were In

of construction In the Punjab
had the misfortune to lose some native workmen through an accident
Fearful of a repriwith dynamite.
mand from headquarters, he telegraphed to the commauder In chief, "Regret
to report killing of twelve laborers by
dynamite accident." Hack is said to
have come the laconic message. "Do
course

you want any more dynamite?"

Greedy.

Two Englishmen on a holiday In
France were dining together at a Paris
Mr. Smith would order
restaurant.
and ask for everything he wanted In
doubtful
French, while Mr. Cross
would offer explanations that were In
the nature of criticisms. At last Mr
Smith's temper rose to explosive point.
"Will you," he said—in Enullsh this
time— "be so good as not to Interfere
with me In the use of my French?"
"Very well." retorted Mr. Cross. "Î
simply wanted to point out that you
were asking for a staircase when all
you wanted
Mall.

was

a

spoon!"—London

Hie View of It.

little l>oy had been sent to the
dairy to get some eggs, and on his
way back he dropped the basket conA

taining them.
"How many did you break?" asked
his mother.
"Oh, I didn't break any," he replied,
"but the shells came off some of
them."

Keeping Hi* Word.
Mrs. Fogarty (In fashionable restaurant)—Now, fer goodness' sake. Mike,
don't order Irish stew.
Mr. Fogarty—All right, I won't, dear.
Walther, fetch me ayther some Hlberllan euey or Celtic goulash!—Puck.
8he Didn't Understand.
"Can you tell your present fiance'*
ring?" Inquired the romantic girl as the
doorbell sounded.
"Why, certainly," answered her practical friend. "It's the newest of the
lot."—St. Louis Republic.
Age glides steadthlly ou and beguiles
as as it flies —Ovid.

The

Neighbor· and friend· were exceedOxford iJcraocvat,,
ingly aorrj to hear of the accident which
THE 001 ISOS OF THE WEEK IN ALL befell Mr·. Marietta Poller Monday of
lut week. While attempting to Bit
ISSUED TUESDAYS.
SECTIONS OP THE COUNTY.
down in her usual chair in

aome

way not

fally understood she missed the chair,
Paris tlllL
SOU ΓΗ PARIS, MAINE, JUNE 30,1908.
going to one side, and falling heavily to
and breakWilliam Q. Harlow and Miaa Gertrude the floor, dislocating her hip
Ο. K. Tates
llarlow of Dixfleld and Mr». Wynlfred ing one of the bone·. Dr.
a surgeon
have
Smith of Carthage were gaeata was called, bnt wishing to
AXWOOD A FORBES, Staple·
in consultation she waa obliged to suffer
at George M. Atwood'· laat week.
of NorMise Dorothea Carter joined the Car- until Tuesday when Dr. Barker
E<Ut*r* «ad Pr«prl«Uri.
Mrs.
was set.
ter family here last Friday, coming from way came and the bone
widow of the late
ϋΚΟΚβΚ Μ. Α

Fuller, who is the
Montclalr, N. J.
been in
Mrs. J. P. Thompson and Miss Olive Caleb Fuller, has for many year·
and at best thia accident
Thompson of Portland were guests at frail health,
Mrs.
illness.
will cause a long tedious
Elmhurst over Sunday.
as nurse for
Last year Paris Hill observed the Carrie Marshall is helping

A. K. rowua.

Τ WOOD.

Tuuu —#1.50 a year If paid strictly In advance.
Otherwise tlM a year. Single eoplee 4 cents.
All legal advertisements
AuvKBTinxMEirr·:
are given three oonsectlve insertions (or $1.30
column. Special oontncts
In
of
Inch
length
per
made with local, transient and yearly advertis-

Fourth of July in a manner so dignified
and appropriate to the day that all our
citizens have united in arranging a
er*.
similar observance next Saturday. If
Jo· Punrrnto —Sew type, fast presses, electric the day is pleasant the exercises will be
power, experienced workmen and low prices held on the common, otherwise in Acad·
combine to make this department of oar buml
Among the speakers are
emy Hall.
a ess complete and popular.
Kev. Alexander Mann, D. D., Rev. C. A.
Knickerbocker, Rev. Q. W. F. Hill,
«RINLK COPIES.
Admiral H. W. Lyoa and others. The
cents
four
are
the
Democrat
of
Single Copie*
services of the Norway Band have been
each. They will be mailed on receipt of price by
for the occasion. Exercises
the publishers or for the convenience of patrons engaged
Jingle copies of each Issue have been placed on from 4 to β P. m.
«ale at the following places In the County
The directors of the Paris Hill Library
Shurtleff's Drug Store.
South Paris,
Association hold their regular meeting
Store.
Noyee' Drug
Norway,
at tbe library next Wednesday afternoon
Stone's Drug Store.
A Ifred Cole, Postmaster.
at 3 o'clock.
RuckieM,
office.
Post
Mr*. Harlow.
Parts Hill.
Miss Mary Pierce has been attending
Samuel T. White.
West Parts,
the commencement exercises at WestΓ. A. Sburtleff A Co.
brook Seminary and a reunion of her
class the past week.
For President,
Mr. and Mrs. Jarvis M. Thayer spent
a few days at
Camp Echo at Locke's
Mills last week.
Newton Cummings is at home for a
—

William H. Taft,
For Vice-President,

to

Congress,

"Roadside."'

JOHN P. SWASEY,
of Canton.
For Senator,
HENRY H. HASTINGS,

of Bethel.

For Judge of Probate,
of Bethel.
ADDISON E. HERRICK,
For Register of Probate,
of Paris.
ALBERT D. PARK,
For County Treasurer,

GEORGE M. AT WOOD,

of Paris.

For County Attorney,
of Rumford.
RALPH T. PARKER,
For County Commissioner,
of Paris.
HENRY D. HAMMOND,
For

Sheriff,

Far

|

of Paris

HIRAM R. HUBBARD,

Representatives to ths Legislature,
of Rumford
of Parle

STANLEY B1SBKE,
C. HOWARD LANE,

Ο RM AN L. STANLEY
AlsTiS a NELSON,
Τ·Ν BROKCK W. STETSON

Coming

of Porter.
of Hebron.
of Hartford.

Eventa.

June 3D.—Republican state convention. Bangor.
July 15— Democratic state convention, Bangor.
NEW

ADVERTISEMENTS.

Mr. and Mrs. Clarence Hallett of Boston are guests of Mrs. Hallett's sister,
Mrs. Ε. H. Jackson.
Under the administration of its new
president, Rev. C. A. Knickerbocker, the
Taris Hill Golf Clab seems likely to beMr.
come even more popular than ever.
Knickerbocker has secured a large addition to the links and has been actively
engaged with a crew and teams in laying
out and preparing the new territory for
interest
It will
a seven-hole course.
some of the players to know that two
and
that
added
be
will
new bunkers
some of the new links will require a
very much longer drive than heretofore,
one being about 400 yards.
Recent arrivals at The Beeches, Mis·
S. B. Wade, Boston; Mrs. E. J. Laught>n, Mr. and Mrs. Geo. II. Fernald, Sanford, Fla. ; Dr. and Mrs. William E.
Kice. Miss Wescott, Bath; Mrs. C. I.
Meeker, Miss E. Meeker, Miss C. I.
Meeker. Baltimore, Md ; Mrs. Howard
and son, Mrs. Converse, Cambridge,
Mass.
Mr. F. G. May, daughter and two sons,
came through from Dorchester, Mass.,
to Paris with their automobile a few
days since, to visit Miss E. G. May.
Mr. and Mrs. O. A. Maxim, Mr. S. K.
Billings and Mrs. J. D. Billings of Newtonville, Mass., and Mrs. Ο. B. Townsend of San Jose, Calif., spent a few
days last week at the "Page Cottage,"
Lake Pennesseewassee. All are now at
O. A. Maxim's.

World of Optics.
Kvangeltne Boot* and Shoes.
Tbe Hest U the Cheapen!
Dei'otlts by Mall.
Tbe Great White Sale at Smiley'β.
Blue Stores.
Straw and Crash Hat*.
Probate Notices.
14 Notices of A ppolntment.
Mlo-na Means stomach Comfort.
Sincere Thanks.
Duck and Canvas Oxfords.
Mower Sections.
Sheriff's Sale.
We Live In

a

V.,r s»l..

Death of Urover Cleveland.
Cleveland, fairly entitled to be
called the most eminent private citizen
of this country, died at his home in
Princeton, N. J., Wednesday. He wae
the only living ex-president of the United
States, and the only man in its history
who has received three successive norni
nations by one of the great parties of the
country. He was president from 1885 to
1889, and again from 1893 to 1897, having
been defeated for the intervening term
by Benjamin Harrison. He was the only
Democrat who has occupied the presidential chair since the inauguration of
Lincoln in 1861.
Few, of whatever politics, will question the statement that Mr.
Cleveland's name is destined to rank as
one of the great names of the present
period of oar nation's history. While he
made mistakes as other men do, he wa«
very largely independent of the considerations which atlect many men, and held
to his principles and ideals, even to the
exteut of being estranged from his party
and standing almost alone at the time
he went out of the presidential chair in
1897. Men of all parties—all American
citizens—join in lamenting his death and
doing honor to his memory.
G

or

Mrs. A. W. Andrews is visiting relatives in New Hampshire.
Mrs. E. L. Parris, Miss Marion Parris,
and E. L. Parris, Jr., arrived here last
week and opened their summer home,

of New York.

Representative

I

Company.

JAMES S. SHERMAN,
For

Bradbury,

two, returning Tuesday.
Mr. W. T. Fernandez has been recalled to New York by the General Electric

day

of Ohio.

rover

Mere and There.

Snow's Falls.
There was a pleasant party at the home
of Charles T. Buck Tuesday, the day
being the tttUh anniversary of Mr. Buck's
birthday. Including the home family,
tweuty-one were present, and the day
A picnic dinner
was pleasantly spent.
wss eaten under the maples in the front
yard. Among those present were one
brother of Mr. Buck, H. C. Buck of East
Sumner, two Bisters, Mrs. Freeman FarFarrar, of West
rar and Mrs. Fred
Sumner, and one son. Dr. Charles L.
Buck of South Paris, with wife and
daughter. Others present, mostly relatives, were Mr. and Mrs. A. G. Farrar,
Miss Luella Farrar, Miss Flossie Farrar,
Mrs. Charles Buck and daughter and
Mrs. John Foster, of West Sumner,
Chandler Swift, Mr. and Mrs. Franklin
Maxim, and Mrs L. A. Rounds, of South
Paris.

It is a peculiar and interesting fact
that the nomination for the presidency
is the first nomination for public officc
that William Η. Τaft ever received.
The Democratic papers still continue
to talk of the nomination of Taft as hav
ing been "forced down the throats ol
the Republican
party." They know
better, and tbey know that the party is
feeling very comfortable about the nomination, thank you.
The United States has broken of!
diplomatic relatione with Venezuela,
But, although that means that our rela

lions with Venezuela are strained to the
full limit that tbey can go without
breaking, there doesn't seem to be anj
war scare in the country, and there arc
probably many good people who don't
yet know that our minister at Caracai I
has packed his grip and come home, anc
won't play any more.

time.

already

lkMi··

the babies and aick

exercises, Harry W.

thoroughly

dition'

Mr. and Mrs. Merle Morse and children
have goue to her home In Wolfboro,

*

Mrs. Ames and children are

Sarah York's.

visiting

at

Mr. and Mrs. Henry Wing
Newell Andrews'.
Mrs. Eftte Matherson and three children
are boarding at Fred Hazelton's.
Mrs. G. E. Farmer has returned from
the hospital.
Mr. and Mrs. Will Rice and children
are here stopping now.
are

at

Locke's Mills.
Mrs. Ella Pearson, widow of the late
died suddenly at
Wm. H. Pearson,
her home on the Gore at about seven
o'clock Friday evening, the 10th. She
had been in her usual health, and was
going from one room to another, when
she fell on the floor, dead. Dr. Packard
was called and he pronounced it heart
disease. Funeral services were held a»
the house Sunday afternoon at 2 o'clock,
conducted by Rev. Miss Macduff of West
Paris. Music by the Woodstock choir.
Burial at Locke's Mills.

his brother, Dr. 8. Taylor, reoentlj.

was

the hospital
his recovery

considered very critical by
physicians, and no hope of
was

given.

Monday evening an entertainment will
be given in Garland Chapel under the
direction of Mrs. Curtis, Mrs. Herrick

West Bethel.
"Out of darkoese light le born,
Out of weakness make* me strong,
For the «lay when every thorn
Rreake Into a rose of song."
"Fair le the flush of the dawning
Over the face of the eky :
Sweet le the tangle of music
From wild birds fluttering by;
"Brilliant the glow of the euneet,
Ami graceful the bound of the deer;
Glad le the laugh of the children,
Kinging like joylx lie clear;
"But irhat can compare with thy beauty,
"
Ο red, red rose of the year!

The haying eeason comes early this
year and the crop will be light on dry
farms.
This week we celebrate the one hundred and thirty-second year of our coun-

try's independence.

The days are growing shorter and we
must this week say "good by to leafy
June."
Don't get excited over political matters but keep cool and let your hair

the

P. Hall, after which

work

wai

sxempllfled by Granite Chapter. A de
igbtful time was reported by all.
The Fonrth of July will be observed

follows: Parade of horribles ai
line o'clock followed by foot races, sack
races and a greased pig race in th«
Square. In the afternoon there will be
» game of ball between Buckfleld auc
Paris Hill and two oat races followed bj
ι game of ball between the married anc
jingle men at Jordan1» track.
Good Faith Rebekah Lodge invadec
Canton abont forty strong and workec
the degree Friday night. The work wai
ione in an efficient manner and a pleasmt time was enjoyed by all present.
The East Buckfleld School closed Fri
day, June 19. The scholars not abeen
one half day were Ella Davis, Lucj
Davis, Merle Davie, Jiramie Bryant
Wilma Bryant and Belle Lucas.
Mrs. A. J. Libby of Brunswick ii
visiting her sister, Mrs. Alfred Shaw.
Mrs. Martha Allen of Auburn is visit
ing friends in town.
Mr. Howard Shew and Misses Am;
and Mildred Shaw joined some friend
from Boston, Sunday, for a week at tb
iere as

Gehring.
Thursday evening, the ladies of the
Universalis Society will give an enterRangeleys.
tainment to be followed by a dance.
Schools closed Friday, and Saturday
the grammar school enjoyed a picnic.
and Mrs.

frightened

colt and waa thrown under the wagon on
her bead and shoulders, bruising her
considerably and badly tearing her
clothing. The colt freed herself and ran
until a mile beyond Paris Hill before
She received several
being caught.
wounds and bled profusely, but it is
hoped will recover as she is a valuable
horse. The side of the wagon Into
which the colt jumped was badly wrecked but Mr. Everett and the driving horse
in the shafts received no injuries. It is
hoped that the young lady sustained no
serious or permanent injuries.
West Paris Grange observed children's
day laat Saturday with a pleasing programme of entertainment in the afterA strawberry feetival and pastry
noon.
supper was held for the public from 5 to
8 o'clock, after which a free sociable was
held in Grange Hall.
Mr. Η. H. Wardwell and C. H. Lane,
Jr., are attending the Republican state
Mr.
convention at Bangor as delegates.
Wardwell was accompanied by Mrs.
Wardwell and their two children and
they will visit among his people in the
town of Penobscot for two weeks before
returning home.
Mrs. L. B. Twitchell of South Portland
is visiting Mrs. Frank L. Willis.
Mrs. Ralph Baker of West Acton,
Mass., is a guest at the home of Mr. and
Mrs. Luther M. Irish.
Mrs. Sumner Clifford of North Haverhill, Ν. H., is visiting her sister, Mrs.
Minot S. Davis.
Mrs. J. H. Cole visited relatives at
South Paris two or three days last week.
Friends here are pleased to note that a
little daughter was born at Norway the
19th to Mrs. Blanche Penley Smith.
Mr. and Mre. Charles Tboite of Beachmont, Mass., returned home last Friday
after visiting Mrs. Frank Reed for about

Purington being

among the graduates.
News has been received of the death at
East Rumford of Mrs. Dora Twitchell,
wife of Mr. Augustus Knight.
Dr. I. H. Wight and family have been
spending a vacation in Milan, Ν. H.
The nine-year-old son of Mrs. Peabody
to the hospital Thursday
was taken
suffering from appendicitis and his con-

Îuickly

plunging and

people, thus carrying

out the spirit of the founders of the day.
Ε. C. Park attended the Bankers' Association in Waterviile last week.
Wednesday, the Woman'· Relief
Corps served their annual Rose supper
at Grange Hall.
Mr. and Mrs. J. U. Purington and Miss
Belle Purington have been in Brunswick
attending the Bowdoin Commencement

Oxford.

Mrs. Isabel Millett, widow of the lat
Samuel Millett, of Paris, died at th

home of her daughter, Mrs. Carrol Cui
tie, on Saturday, June 20, aged 8
years. Her funeral was held on Monda;
She wa
Rev. J. H. Little attending.
carried to Paris for burial. She leave
three sons and three daughters am
several grandchildren.
The school closed last week with' tb
usual exercises.
Rev. Mr. Newport preached to th
Knights of Pythias and Pythian Sister
at the Congregational church Sunday.
Rev. Mr. Farnsworth has gone to Nei
Hampshire for the summer and Re\
Mr. Joslin will supply his pulpit i:
his absence.
John Moorhouse, a former overseer ο
the Robinson
Manufacturing Co., ο
Lewiston, is visiting friends here.
Mrs. Holt and children of Yarmout
are visiting her brother, Fred DeLano.
Hebron.

Fred DeLano and Mrs. Davi
Wood of Oxford were in the place Sal
grow.
Many kinds of roses are now in blos- urday and called on friends. They cam
c
som, and buttercups and daieies dot the to make arrangements for the care
their family lot in the cemetery, that c
fields.
Mrs. Klsina Coffin of Berlin, Ν. H., the late Mr. William Tubbs.
visited her sisters, M re. S. W. Brown and
Miss O. J. Grover, last week.
Millard L. Mason went to Greenfield,
V. H., Monday, to work for the Boston
and Maine R. R. Co.
George W. Harden and wife were
visited last week by bis only living
brother, O. Ë. Harden of Piedmont,
W. Va.
The birch mill of the Merrill, Springer
Co. finished operations Saturday and wilt
be closed for eight months.
For a brief season we are suffering all
the tortures inflicted by the cantankerous, blood thirsty mosquitoes.
Mrs. Delia Tyler has been moved to
the Bethel poor house, where she will
have better care than she could in her
home.
But little if any change is seen in the
condition of S. W. Potter, J. B. Murphy,
Almon Tyler and Mrs. E. J. Bell since
last reported.
Greenwood.
We visited Mr. Green's former hume
on hearing of hie loss by tire, found him
and a part of his family still there,
while his wife and the other children
had gone to their nearest neighbors.
Tlie buildings consisted of house, ell
and stable, the latter situated a short
distance away, but all went together,
also several yonng and thrifty fruit
trees standing near the buildings were
destroyed. The tire caught in the upper part of the house, but as the chimney was built from the bottom of the
cellar and perfectly Bound its origin is a

Mrs.

mystery.

Two years ago last April Willard Herrick passed away, leaving a widow and
four children, two of whom were eons,
the youngest unmarried and living at
home. Soon after Mr. Herrick's death
the widow's health begau to decline and
so continued until the ltith inst., when
she followed her husband to the pale
realms of shade. Funeral Thursday, the
18th, managed by Alva Andrews of
South Woodstock; divine eervices by
Rev. Seth Benson of West Paris.
When Mrs. Herrick's health failed so
she was no longer able to do the house
work her son Ralph soon found that his
only alternative was to procure other
help, which he did by getting married,
with the result that he is the husband of
a very pretty wife, and the father of a
old girl baby.
sweet eight months
Hence the change that has occurred in
somewhat
more than
that family during
two years, is the same that is going on
continually and everywhere, but not

_

West Lovell.
It Is cause for congratulation that Mr
Sherman, the Republican candidate foi
R. McAllister has gone to
Ralph
aj
1
vice-president, is not critically ill,
North Bridgton to work at the Songo.
vas feared a few days ago might be thi 1
Alexander Leroque and son Waltei
The serious illness of a man it are working for G. W. Nichols
case.
grading
his position is unfortunate from anj around his boat house.
has
one
point of view.
sold
of hli
Roscoe LeBaron
cows to A. W. Wiley of Stow.
Mr. Bacon and wife, who spenft two
Rumford Falls will Become Rumford
With the first of July, the name οι ; weeks at G. W. Andrews' cottage, have
the post office in Oxford County's larges' ; returned to Boston.
village, which has heretofore been Rum
Byron.
ford Palls, will become Rumford. A
Harry Bancroft, with a family by the
Rumford post office formerly existed ii
another part of the town, but the nam< I name of White, has moved to hi· plsce at
of that was some time since changed U Hop City to make a permanent home.
R. Richmond has at last moved to
Rumford Corner.
he proposes to build a
Although it will take a good manj Ridionvtlle where
ten thousand dollar house.
years to eliminate the "Falls" fron
Mrs. A. S. Young Is visiting friends in
general discourse, the change in the
name of the post office will considerably town.
Mr. Andrews has been in town a few
hasten the time when the place will b<
known simply as Rumford, as in certaic days looking after his business.
Dr. A. W. Taylor of Rockland visited
has been for som<
it
quarters

Rev. F. M. Lamb of Campello, Mm,
Sunday evening, the children of the
and
Universaliat Sunday School gare a plea·- < icon pled the Baptiit pulpit loSanday
the after
treaobed at East Sumner
log concert, and the Congregational Sun· ι] ">on·
day School gave a serf ice of recitation
P. L. Washburn, J. D. Gerriih and
and song which waa well received.
iohn Damon returned from Four Pondi
Mrs. Lizzie Weat and Mrs. Abbie Godafter a week'· outing.
win of Norfolk, Vs., are visiting friend· I Saturday
A. E. Cole and H. F. Bawaon attended
in Bethel.
Templar convocation at
Tueeday, member· of the W. C. T. U. ι he KnightFalls
Wednesday and Thur»
united with the children of the Briok i iumford
building in the observance of "Flower
Shirley Hall U at home with bet
The children gave a
Mission Day."
ι notlier, Mrs. Mary Hall, for the summei
pleasing programme consisting of songs raoation.
and recitations. They were addressed
members of Mayflower Chap·
by different members of the Union upon < Sixteen
E. S., visited Granite Chapter ol
the significance of the day and the beau- «r, O.
Paris
Thursday night. On theii
tiful life of Jennie Cassidy waa told. West
arrival a
banquet was served,
Bouquets were made and the children ollowed splendid
by an entertainment in I. O. O.
enjoyed the privilege of carrying them to

Dudley of Dudley Cottage in
Woodstock was in town Friday and visited her sister at R. L. Cummings'.
Elinor H. Tuell came home Friday
from Westbrook Seminary to remain
during the summer vacation.
Mrs. Drusilla Jackson of Rumford and
Mies Mar'u»» Giles is at home for the
Mrs. Clarence Jackson of Milton visited
summer.
Miss Ida Fesseuden is away from home Mrs. Dora M. Jackson last Friday.
The bridge is up near Will Berry's at
for several months.
Trap Corner and is being replaced by a
Denmark.
new iron structure.
Percy Fogg of Norway visited bis aunt,
Mr. and Mrs. George W. Gray have
returned from a trip to Massachusetts Mrs. H. Y. Bacon, several days last
η oca.
and Portland, Me.
The Ladies' Aid of the Methodist
Mr. George L. Wentworth is a deleafternoon with
gate to the State Republican Convention church met last Tuesday
Mrs. Frank L. Willie with a good atat Bangor, Me Tuesday, the :iOth.
The farmers have been obliged to be- tendance. The Aid is holding régulai
weeks and is busy
gin haying on accouut of the long dry meetings once in two
with orders for sewing.
weather.
......
There was a social dance at Dunham'*
Mr. C. E. Cobb has finished his log
camp up the pond, and the boarders are Hall, Friday evening.
Our streets are being repaired and
beginning to arrive. Formal opening
improved, the work being in charge ol
Monday, the 29th.
Denmark ball team beat the Bridgton Mr. L. C. Bates.
Mrs. Jesse G. Dexter is visiting relaUigh School team Saturday 8 to 2.
tives this week at North Bridgton.
Wilson's Mills.
Mr. L. M. Irish and C. H. Lane, Jr.,
Robert Brown and a party of friends went to Rumford and the Rangeleys tc
the Knighte Templars parade and ex
are up on an automobile trip.
They report a bis
Mr and Mrs. J. W. Wilson visited cursion last week.
Mr. Irish played trombone ii
time.
friends in town Sunday.
Lois Bennett and Lawrence Littlehale the Rumford band.
attended the show at Errol Saturday
θ v eni off·
Bryant's Pond.
C. J. Wilson is at work in Wentworth
of
the Mauger family have ar
A part
Location and
Magalloway Plantation rived
from Plainfield, N. J., and are oc
running the road machine.
on
"Guernsey
has been cupying their cottage
from

Tuesday afternoon the Republican
state convention at Bangor will place in
nomination the next governor of Maine.
While a few month» ago there may have
been uncertainty as to the action of the
convention, there is practically none
Col. F. E. Boothby would have
now.
bad a few votes for the nomination, but
has withdrawn from the contest, Hon.
William T. Haines will have a larger
Newry
Percy Taylor
number, and Hon. Bert M. Pernald of
Poland will have a sufficient number to visiting friends here.
It is also practically
nominate him.
George Nason's automobile arrived
certain that the convention will not Sunday.
Dr. Twombly was called to see Mrs.
favor resubmission of the prohibitory
amendment, nor is it at all likely that so D. C. Bennett who is quite sick.
R.
B. Wilson has gone to Andover to
strenuous an effort will be made to have
it do so as was made at the convention visit his daughter.
Mrs. C. T. Fox has also gone to Anof 1906.
dover.
School closed Friday, the 19th.
The convention will also nominate a
candidate for the position of state
North Waterford.
auditor, a fact which many may have
Died, June 22d, Rosie, wife of Guy
overlooked. As regards this there is do Bancroft.
doubt that the present incumbent of
Mr. and Mrs. Simeon Charles of Fryethat office, Charles P. Hatch, will be
havo returned home after a visit at
burg
nominated by acclamation. He has adCharles'.
Alphonzo
mirably fulfilled the requirements of the
G. F. Stone is here ready to take your
office, administering it in a business-like picture.
manner, and without fear or favor, and
Wallace Elliott and C. N. Eastman
has proved himself just the man for the traded teams.
place.

Mrs. Fuller.
Aa far ae learned there were seventeen
from this place who attended the Oxford Univeraalist Association at Paris
Bill last week, the majority going only
for Wedneaday.
They much enjoyed
the meeting and the kind hospitality of
all visitors.
welcomed
who
the friends
Among those who went from here beside
Rev. I. S. Macduff were Mr. and Mrs. S.
W. Dunham, L. C. Bates and family, Mr.
and Mrs. E. E. Tuell, Mrs. C. E. Chase,
Mrs. Emma W. Mann, and Misses MinMinnie Stenie Lane, Jennie
and
vens, Linnie Marshall, Jennie Brown
Mrs. A. D. Swift.
Miss Elizabeth Gal pin of New Haven,
Conn., is for several weeks the gueat of
Mrs. L. C. Bates.
Mr. Lewis M. Mann was in Boston
several days last week to see his aged
mother who was ill.
Last Thursday evening, eighteen members of Mayflower Chapter, O. E. S., o!
Buckfield, were the invited guests of
Granite Chapter of this place. They arrived about β o'clock and were immediately served with supper at Centennial
Hall, following which a short musical
entertainment was furnished. Adjournment was then made to Masonic Hall,
where Granite Chapter exemplified the
degree work.
Mr. L. P. Everett and daughter Lucy
met with quite an accident Sunday, the
21st, while leading a colt behind their
team.
They had just reached a sharp
curve in the road near Snow's Palls
when an automobile suddenly came
upon them running about twenty miles
an hour.
The machine was stopped as
as possible, but not in time to
In attempting to assist
ο much good.
her father the daughter tried to hold the

Mrs.

Mrs. Alton Damon of Buckfleld visite
Mrs. Mary Bearce, π
her mother,

cently.

Miss Alice Bearce has returned t
Lawrence, Mass.
Mrs. Vilona Marshall and Mrs. Hele

Marshall, who have been vieiting reli
tivee here, will return to their home i
Massachusetts, this week. Mrs. Carri
Cantello, their niece, will go with thei
for a ehort vieit.
In a litter of pigs belonging to Alto
Hibbs, was one having eight perfe<
legs, two tails and a double mouth wit
The pig bad but two eai
two tongues.
and two eyes.
Hibbs intends

osity.

It

was

presorving

dead and M
it as a cur

There are several cases of measles i

town.

Norway

Mrs. G. E. Horr is

^Elva Perry,

Lake.
at C. i

stopping

our mail carrier's daugl
vieitine in Portland.
Mildred E. Pottle visited a friend

ter

is

North Waterford recently.

£ather

Leola M. Noyés drove to lier
in Lovell the 21st, and returned here t
25th. She was accompanied by Aita /
Pottle and they did not see an auto c
the road going or returning.
Alton Frost visited his sister
Sabattus recently.
Norway Lake Woman's Club wi 1 me;
with Mrs. C. A. Stephens July 8th.
will be the last meeting before vacatioi
Programme: Roll call with response
Irish stories and poems by all the mer

b°Mrs.

Winnie Uall and Mrs. Walt
Pride went to Harrison June 18, wn

the Rebekahs.

^"j.

They report

S. Kneeland has moved
hold goods to Waterford.

a

pleasai

his hous

North Paris.

Cyrus Thurlow of Livermore Falls wi
in the place June 20.
Bernard Putney of Maeeaehueette
visiting his mother, Mrs. Lizzie P"*1·*®.
Mr. a ad Mrs. I. W. Andrews of SoiU
Woodstock visited at A. D. Andrew

JUMre2 Lucy

Edwards and
South Paris visited her parent·, Mr. ai
Mrs. America Andrews, a few days lai
W

Superintendent ot Schools, I. A.
Smith, and little daughter, were lu town
Wednesday.
The schools here closed Friday.
There was a social dance here Friday
evening. It was voted a good time by
all present.

»!frtllro»dowom
nf

Mr.'Mansfield

SbÎf5l
"Μ
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ΓΓΜγ"β°'"'clerk

baye

employ of
thirty ye»w,t*eo'y-

which he has been boee of

lehr

tne

ίtion, and if he hae not been thoro°j£-

Stores Closed July 4th.

faithful to hi· employer· every mm
te of the time we have not heard ot it
ood and faithful «ervant
when hie dftys ot labor λγθ
will be
□ded I wonder if
or
^formed and dumped.
he

r

Arthnr Saddler and wife of Auburn

in town Thursday. Mr. Saddler
here to purchase a horse.
Herbert Ryerson has sold his horse.
WU1 Lurvey of West Paris was here
last week looking after the telephone
business.
Mies M. A. Heald left for Lewiston
last week.
W. E. Doble went to Weld Monday.
Mr. Doble is selling apple treee.
Mrs. Rachel Parlin of South Paris is
spending a week with her daughter, Mrs.
D. D. Small.
Curtis Foster of Bnckfleld has bought
a lot of pulp wood of W. A. Bonney and
has eight Frenchmen employed peeliog
the wood. H. G. Heath has an interest
in it and will haul the wood to the station.
Geo. A. Chandler and wife went to
Brunswick Monday to be present at the
Bowdoin
commencement exercises at
College. Their son, Β. Y. T. Chandler,
received a diploma of which he is justly
proud. Mr. Chandler was able to keep up
with his class although he has been
absent some weeks engaged in business.
He has returned to Kittery Point, where
be is employed by the state Brown Tail
and Gypsy Moth commission.
Freeland Howe, Jr., and wife, and A
E. Morrison of Norway are taking an

were

i«J"»'·®

hi

came

Lots of

cb£

^

I

CLOTHING and FURNISHINGS
probably need to comfortably and properly
celebrate this The Great American Day.

ίβίδβ·?"-*·"··*
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And now let me tell you

xperlence,
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ot actual

corner

of the
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plantation

and

25c

Jh'bbyt
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8..a\VM.o*U J«S· fir K0ia this crow-le-l «treet,
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"The grasshopper

us.

vLTX

hinital

urne

•un»hlD?

comfort.

Hewe.er,

rasTfiia

Bearce, wife, and little
Into swollen joints.
daughter, Helena, of Hebron, are the
putting on airs.
guests of R. N. Stetson.
Amasa Carter, wife and daughter
Rena, of Hartford, were the guests of
Mrs. Carter's parents, Mr. and Mrs. W
S. Farrar, a few days this week.
Ira

m

O, no,

al

J-

sundry accumula-

F.

É

|

F. A. 8HVRTLKFK * CO.

SHFRTXaEFF * CO.
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Spring Specialties

carpKpment.

Mower Sections !

Osborne low

Albany,

punch

3

by

ENTIRE NEW LINE AT 50c, 75c, 87 t-2e, ii.oo,
$1.25, 1.50, 2.25, 2.50, 3.00 and 3.50 per pair.

Couch and Table Covers

OF TAPESTRY, AT 50c, 75c, $!.oo, 1.50. 1.75,

$3.00

if you

needed very badly in this

no

It was recently learned from an au-1
thoritative source that Rev. Frank Sandford, the bead of the Shiloh community
at Durham, was at Talcahuano, Chile,

having completed this
jected journey around
yacht Coronet. Old

use

them

once

READY

other.

use

Hobbs' Variety Store
Norway,

Maine.

much of his pro- !
the world on the
NOTICE.
sailors had said |
The subscriber hereby gives notice that he has
that Sand ford would never be able to been
administrator of the eat ite
appointed
duly
round the Horn on the Coronet, but he I
GEORGE O. ROBINSON, late of Oxford.
has done so. The people at Shiloh say
<n the
of Oxford, decease I, and given
that the community was never more I bond» County
All persons hav.ng
ae the law direct*.
prosperous, and the inmates were never Icimindu against the estate of said dic.asud arc
to present the same for settlement, and
so well provided for.
They have plant- i desired
II Indebted thereto are requested to nuke payed about 80 acres to vegetable crops, in- ment
Immediately.
GEORGE L. WILDER.
eluding 30 acres of beans. The mem- June 16tb, 1908.
have
to
and
bers are all working
plenty
eat. There is no truth in the report |
STATE OF MAINE.
that the colony is to be moved to Jerusalem.
COUNTY or OXFORD, 88.
June 26th, A. D. 1908.
Taken tills 36th day of June, A. D. 1908, on
BUCKLF.N'S ARVICA SALVE WINS.
execution dated June 1st. A. D. 1904, Issued on
Tom Moore of Rural Route 1, Coch- a
judgment rendered by the Justices of our Suran, Ga., writes: "I had a bad sore come I preme Judicial Court, for the County of Andros
at the term thereor begun and held on
find
and
could
foot
of
eoggln,
on the instep
my
the thirl Tuesday of April, Α. I». 11)08. to wit, on
nothing that would heal it until I ap- the 29th, day
of May, A. D. 1908, In favor of
plied Bucklen's Arnica Salve. Less! George B. Haskell Co., of Lewlston, In the
than half of a 25 cent box won the day County of Androscoggin, against M. J. Smith &
S. Smith, both of Wlnthrop, In the Counfor me by effecting a perfect cure." Sold George
ty of Kennebec, for sixty-nine dollars and
under guarantee at F. A. Shurtleff & I1 ninety cents, debt or damage, and fifteen dollars
and sixty-three cents, costs of nuit, and wUI be
Co.'s drug store.

|

sol I at public auction at the Sheriff'a oui.* In
Paris, In said County of Oxford, to the highest
Somehow the resort men and the rail- bidder,
on the thtrty-flrat day of July, A. D.
road men are all confident that Maine I 1908, at one o'clock In the afternoon, the follow.

large

busi- 1 Ing described real estate and all the right, title
and Interest which the said U. J. smith Λ
ness.
George 8. Smith has and had In and to the same
on the eighteenth day of December, A. D. 1907,
THE BEST PILLS EVER SOLD.
at two o'clock In the afternoon, the time when
same was attached on the writ In the same
''After doctoring 15 years for chronic | the
nuit, to wit : A certain lot or Darcel of land with
indigestion, and spending over two hun- the buildings thereon, situated In Peru, In the
dred dollars, nothing has done me as I County of Oxfoid and State of Maine, at Dickand bounded aa follows, to wit:
much good as Dr. King's New Life Pills. vale, so-called, the homestead
farm of Oilver
Nortbeaaterly by
I consider them the best pills ever sold," O. Tracy; Northwesterly by the homestead farm
write* B. F. Ayscue of Inglealde, N. C. of Charles J. Tracy; Southerly by northerly lot
line of Β. H. Lovejoy, and David L. Cbenery;
Sold under guarantee at F. A. Shurtleff 'I and
eaaterly by land of said David L. Cbenery:
& Co.'s drug store. 25 cents.
tho aame being the former homestead farm of
the said May J. Smith, containing seventy acres,
more of less, and the aam« premises conveyed to
Mmny Women Praia· Thla Remedy.
Mother Gray, a nurse In New York, discovered the said May J. Smith by John A. Putnam by
warranty deed, dated September .11th. A. D.
an aromatic Pleasant herb cure for women'a Ilia,
WILBUR L. FARRAR,
called ΑΓ8Τ11ΑLIA^-LEAF. It ia the only 1905.
Deputy Sheriff.
certain regulator. Cure· female weaknesses and 28-28
Backache, Kidney, Bladder and Urinary trouk'®*·
Dru&gtala or by mall 80ctt. 8amAddreaa, The Mother Gray Co., Le
will have an extra

For Sale.

Allen'· Foot-Eaae.

powder for swollen, tired, hot,

smarting feet.

I

99.»*·Ρ4ρι * new Inven.
Address, AUsn β. Olmsted, U Boy, Ν, Τ, |

Cord wood and stove wood.
WIRT STANLEY,
South Paris, Me.
26

PRICE 5c to 35c per roll.

WE HAVE ONE OF

THE

HAVE EVER SHOWN.
CALL AND SEE THEM.

ALL

IN

LINES WE
GRADES.

N. Dayton Bolster & Go,,
SQUARE,

3S MARKET

MAINE.

PARIS,

SOUTH

Summer Furnishings
Boys.

For Hen and

The time
This weather demand· lighter clothing.
to buy is now, becausc all the new styles are here.
Λ little later the best will have been sorted out.

You'll find here all you need

made in
loops and

two

with belt

grades,

$i and

$1.50

Caps

Khaki

Golf caps of khaki

qualities,

50c

and trousers,

Belts.
All kinds of belts in black and
shades of tan,
75c and 50c

Overshirts.

are

now

shipment

of

ithout

showing

a

recent

t'roli

nobby patterns-

from the manufacturers,

25c and 50c

Fancy

for

each.

Boys' hosiery,

shirts 50c

\s

Neckwear.
We

Soft shirts

Boys'

style

sleeves, drawers knee length, tin·
coolest summer underwear.. .50c

collars, in light and
Soft
dark patterns, 50c and $1.
shirts with soft collars, 50c to $2.
Coat shirts $1.

vu-ar.

50c ami

light weight naiti*<>ok.

shirts made in coat

Our assortment of men's shirts is
to wear with

outing

Β. V. D. Underwear
made of

to match shirts

unusually complete.

you comfortable.

The correct shirt for
two

cufls,

turn up

to make

Khaki Shirts.

Khaki Trousers

Hose

We make

men.

a

strong

this
department.
Blues, blacks, browns, etc.. i"
15c and 25c
fancy mixtures,

showing

in

15c and -5C

Η. B. FOSTER,
ONE PRICE CLOTHIER,

ΠΑΙΝΕ.

NORWAY,

summer

Ν Y

FOR

Carpets and Art Squares.
BEST

3 in.

you will

PAPER IS NOW
OVER 7000
INSPECTION.

THE NEW LINE OF WALL
ROLLS.

by 3-16
Buckeye...3 by

recently visited his sister, Mrs. Addie

and 3.50 each.

Papers.

Wall

George E. Grover of Norway has been Osborne high punch
3 by 3 in.
helping care for bis brother Carter, who Osborne since 1902. .3
in.
3
is in very poor health. Mrs. Grover
in.
1-8
came with him and visited friends and Worcester
3
former neighbors in town. Every one is Adriance
i-S in.
by
3
3
glad to see that she is much improved in
McCorraick
health.
3 by 3 3-16 in.
The L. R. T. Club will meet with
3 by 3 1-4 in.
Deering
8th.
Ada
Mrs.
Lord, Wednesday, July
3 by a 5-8 in.
The road commissioners with their Wood
crews are repairing the roads in town.
The town house school closed June
26th after a very successful term taught
These sectio s are made with soft
by Mary C. Pitts of Harrison.
Mr. and Mrs. David Millett of Oxford center and will bend but not break,

don.

strength.

this year,—pure and full
Better buy now.
soon.

new

things

to^dn

"of

uree new."

Ask for

\

SOUTH PARIS, MAINE.

1

Mr. Peleg T. Wadsworth and bis sister I She would like to know more of bira,
are visited by Mrs. Emma Wads- but our knowledge of biru bae been told.
worth, widow of their brother Artemue, If otbern have aught to add, now ie the
of Grand Junction, Col., also her daugli-1 chance.
Have^heard tbat the Jack
ter, Ida, a student of Columbia College, Downing papers nettled President Jackis
the presiding son. Have also beard tbat the writer
Ν. Y. Mrs. Wadsworth
officer of the grand lodge of Rebekahs of !1 didn't clotbe hie humor in the rags of
Colorado.
poor spelling. That in a later style, an
Mr. Llewellyn A. Wentworth informs ί Ethan Spike style, and a silly one. X<>
us that his apple crop in 1907, on a small doubt the papers, which were political
rocky side hill farm on a cross road, and which we never saw, have gone
netted him $300. He still intends to with the forest leaves of fifty years ago.
trust in Providence, Mother Earth and I Such things die and are buried and forhis muscle of which he has abundance.
gotten.
Mr. and Mrs. Eli demons are visited
Your regular reporter has already
husher
and
their
Cora,
daughter
by
spoken of the graduation exercises in
band, Mr. Edwin K. Welch, the preceptor the Uaptist church. We will only say
for the last ten yeare of Coe'e Academy, that the young girls had remarkably
Northwood Center, X. H.
fine essays, and are to be congratulated,
Samuel W. demons, of the University and also the parents, tbat the children
of Maine, is also visitiDg his parents.
made good use of tho opportunities
To day, June 20th, we saw the vener- given them, and of the brains that they
W.
87,
G
Mr.
able
Osgood, aged
furnished them.
oorge
We have hurrahed for Taft and Shergetting in the first load of hay of this
season in Iliram.
man, and have another stored up for
Eli C. Wadsworth is on a tour in Con- Fcrnald.
John.
way, Ν. H., listing farms to sell.
Miss Florence B. Spring has finished
I
at
is
now
and
in
Westbrook
school
her
home.
The brown-tail moths seem to have I
from Hiram.
Miss Lizzie demons closed on Thursday a very pleasant and successful
school on Hiram Hill, and to-day her
school have a picnic in Small's Grove at
Eaet Hiram.

A

j

!

Ruth

Soy

I

^towa^rrwa1,rm^ Lace Curtains.
te*

is

2

AT THE PHARMACY OF

Mrs. Omitta Bobbins has moved into a things that nature so thoughtfully pr*
small house on the farm of her son,
Everett Robbins.
Jessie Bonney of Buckfield is spending father's old pasture, where at eunsot s
the week with Mrs. Angie Robbins.
golden hour I was wont to go
^
T. B. W. Stetson of Hartford was here
^
^
m y childhood and
h aunt
Wednesday accompanied by an agent for favori
agricultural implements.
youthful days, ere my fooUtep· wer
tempted to wander in search of past |

Rain

f

q F. A. SHURTLEFF& CO.

need these

-

to the brim with

|

J

Our stock is

;

scessas
ist

GOth birthday.

2

we are

KKe Secret o?June

Mrs. Freeman Farrar and daughters
Florence, Mrs. Mabel Foster and Mrs
Alma Buck, and granddaughter, Evelyn
Buck, A. G. Farrar, wife and mother,
Luella
Mrs. Polly Farrar, and sister,
Farrar, attended a birthday party at the
Falls
at
Snow's
Buck
homo of Chas.
Tuesday. The occasion was Mr. Buck's

■*·

Green, Bug Death,
Hellebore, Death Dust and
other Bug Exterminators.

I

,ΰΐ. r,

Magazine.

CO.

A

You vsill

Î?

oiu:"cri".y
r0? uVa
one

MIU'HTI.KFF

Bugs and Insects for the next few weeks and a good har
be
reasonably expected. We can assist you by furnishing
may
with

1

·"»»« -·"·
hundred year. beece. never

tbal'a

Λ.

F.

CO.

Paris

We all within our grave* *hall eieep,
A hun.lre.l yca^ W romc
No living »oiu for u* will weep,
A
year, to
But other men our lan«l will t
Ami other* then onr PtrreU win nil.
Anil other bird· will *lng a» K*y·
Ami bright the
*y*

will be 15 cents for adults and 10
cents for children. Ice cream will be
eerved with the dinner.
Rev. Lucien Robinson of Philadelphia
We are alwas in this village Friday.
ways glad to bid'him welcome for he
has loaned about 300 volumes to our circulating library, and always takes an
interest in it.
Deaconess Sanford has recently presented the library with three volumes
Kith and Kin, Lady Rose's Daughter,
and The Marriage of William Ashe. The
two latter are by Mrs. Humphry Ward.
Mrs. Stetson Tuell has also very kindly given a year's numbers of Harper's

«IIUHTLKFF <fe

from

«sasa&sar-·

ner

Norway

Protect Your Vines

Willing feel

With

A.

F.

I

ι

must.

we

$1.50.

8»ΡΡΡ·ίΟΡΡΡΡΡΡΡΡ6βΜΚ>ΡΡΡΡΡΒΡΡΡΡ0β»,

Can t oo

because

Khaki Trousers

Soutli Parie

n^ ^a ,8™u*|

Jttle things tire

15c, 25c, 50c.

25c, 50c.

F. H. NOYES CO.

I

J;S»i.»«y
yi«w"hrJi5"
b««
top-dreeaed. But-we
it«d

$12.00

to

FOR SUMHER CLOTHING VISIT US.

iacticaliy

>een

$2.00.

Hosiery

Neckwear

50c, $i.co.

no»t al ways came bon.»
•string" than I. Same kind of bait,
,ook. line, sinker and alder pole lf
he fish bites were less the fly bites
l
the same. Have dropped a
ine juet once in forty years. Never
ed.
nor a glimpse,
The omis on our little larm

ifte

$5.00

Khaki Shirts

never

^th.b^.r

to

Outing Suits

$4.50.

25c, 50c.

nd eaves
A number of our sportsmen are out
or fieh-at the lakes or Four Pond".

could underetand. and can t
why mv mates in the old day· ai

to

■

r.aWb.x
advertising.
,ow

50c

$2.00.

&*&**&££ Belts

The Baptist Circle will serve a dinner
in the vestry the 4th of July. There
will be a brief entertainment. Tho din-

vicinity.

to

Duting Trousers

tother bureau over in the °°™""
ornor where you never placed it bef.ure
ntf then kick your hip· *"d w
niohtv' that you hadn t found if, du
ρ
for the heirs to blunder on while

fit

A Soft Shirt

Â. Straw Hat

^

how to

to Sell You

Try

Won't You Let Us

$2.00

Ε. I. Beck, wife, and little son, of
Livermore Falls, are visiting with Mrs.
ffra.
Beck's parents, Mr. and Mrs.
Glover.
wan
of
Andover
Mrs. Fred Barrett
here last Sunday. She came in an auto
with Mr. and Mrs. Walter Maxim. Mrs.
Barrett will be remembered as Lydia
Field of this place.
Mr. Brackett and wife of Oxford, who
have been at work for R. N. Stetson,
finished working there and left for their
home Saturday.
Miss Emma Gaie, a student from a
school in Philadelphia, is spending her
vacation here at Ryemoor.
Althea Stetson of Buckfleld spent
Saturday and Sunday with her father, R.
N. Stetson.
C. E. Dunham has bought a colt of
Geo. Spaulding of East Sumner.

Connor.

light weight

you will

outing here.

Prof.

BLUE .STORES

Λ

Mr Gantia ha· been In the

Marjoriej disappeared

of Auburn vleited h
children at M. S. Bubier's.
An agent for the Lewleton Journi
was in this place recently.
Mr. and Mrs. A. D. Andrews, Alfrc
always so conspicuous.
and Beatrice, and Mr. and Mrs. H. V
Newell Peabody, whose death was re- Dunham and Harold
spent June
ported last week, died very suddenly on
Island.'1
was
work
He
at
19th
inst.
the
Friday,
Sautelle of Athol, Mass., has be<
Freeland Morse bas recently sold foui in the field with a
neighbor, and about
of hia livery horses to Fred Bell of Ber
middle of the forenoon was stricken
the
vL.ua,
lin, and has bought an automobile t( with an apoplectic fit as the doctor callΚ Ε Field's June 21.
take tbeir place in the business.
ed it. He was removed to the house,
c os.
District
Tuell
in
the
School
William Faulkner of Turner is visiting and
although everything possible was Time 19 with a picnic on Pine Ialan'
hie cousin, Ted Chase.
to give relief, he passed away durdone
The teacher treated the scholars on ni«
Capt. Adams, of the ship John B. Mil
ing the afternoon. The funeral occurred
1er, made a short visit to his home her< on the following Sunday, the manager lemonade. Every one reported a got
time. There were ten Bcho1"8 *
last week, refurning Monday to Boston
and clergyman boing the same as those
Twenty-seven members of Fraterna who officiated at Mrs. Herrick's funeral were not absent or tardy for the ten
Lodge will soon organize a Uniforrt on the previous Thursday. Mr. Peabody Mr. Wright has proved himself a got1
teacher and his many friends hope
Rank here. Their uniforms including
was present on that occasion, was one
will come back.
belts and swords arrived last week.
of the bearers and assisted in depositing
Mr. and Mrs. Joseph Llttlebale
Harry Cole, C. L. Heath and M. M the body in its last resting place. Little
Hathaway are in Gilead this week wher< did he or any of us think at that time Everett, Mass., are visiting relatlv
here.
they have a painting job.
chat within the epace of three days the
Mrs. Mary Ella Pearson died very sud
same funeral rites would be performed
East Bethel.
fron
denly on the evening of Jone 19,
He leaves a widow
over his remains.
Mrs. S. E. Rich of Berlin, Ν. H., vial
the result of a shock, having boen in bei and two
to
womanone
daughters,
grown
ed at A. M. Bean's last week.
usual health during the day, Mrs. Pear
hood and the other a little girl of about
Miss Blanche Bartlett has gone 1
Her bus
son was abont 57 years of age.
at the time
six
years.
Although
living
band, William H. Pearson, died laal on Patch Mountain his legal residence
Amy Bartlett has returned hoc
year. Her funeral was held at the bom< was in
Albany.
from teaching at Rumfoid Falls for tl
on the Gore and attended by Rev. Isa
A Sabbath School was organized at the
bella Macduff of the West Paris Univers Center last
Sunday afternoon, and the
,. ν lilting friends
alist church. Her only near relative lefl
face of the card handed me by the young
is Mrs. Delia S. Reed of West Paris
man reads thus: "J. Sabin Clark, Bethel,
end two tons fro
Franklir
of
member
Mrs. P. was a
Maine, Missionary of the American Sun- Massachusetts are spending a few weel
Grange.
the
side
On
back
School
Union.M
with her parents, Mr. and Mrs. C.
The drouth is very severe in this sec day
of the card occurs this question and the Kimball.
tion, doing great injury to the grass aoc
"Are Tou Ininformation,
following
M
The sale and supper given by \r:
all other crops
Many gardens are near sured in the
Everlasting Life Insurance Skilllngs and pupils for the benefit of tl
ly ruined already. Farmers are fearing
Home Office: Heaven. Ifc is
Company?
their hay crop will be as light as in th<
Dewey Leegne 1«
Strictly Equitably and the Dividends are Droved very successful. About 124.»
severe drouths of 1S73 4.
Matt. 10:20, being one Hundred
Liberel,
All the tables and esp
re
was realized.
are
here
men
Two Poland
making
per cent in this life, and in the world to daily the "Fish Pond" were well patro
pairs at the corn shop.
Life
come
Everlasting.
ized
A very pleasing entertalnme
Several members of Evergreen Teraph ,
All are accepted who believe on the
This was fc
was given by the school.
were the guests of Hamlin Temple a
Lord Christ, Acts 16:31.
lowed by a social dance. All was mu<
South Paris Tuesday evening.
are Nonforfeitable, John 5:24.
Policies
a crowd.
Bight people arrived Thursday at th< )
He has paid the premium in advanoe, enjoyed by
Ricker House.
which is his own blood, Heb. 0:12.
Mason.
,
tlx
has
Thomas Green
purchased
For full instructions for making out a
Nat Bennett and family from Norwi
Samuel S. Swan farm now occupied b]
read
Heb.
7:25.
are in town for a short outing and tie
Geo. W. Waterhouse and will tak< , Policy,
Office Hours: To-day. Solicitor* Want- intr triD.
They are camping in the ο
possession this week.
ed."
Merrill house owned by the Hastlngse
The Auburn Gan Club will appea:
It
strikes
us it is rather a good comΕ. H. Morrill's little boy, Gut, g
here July 4tb in a contest with thi
to be insured in.
hurt badly Monday by getting kicked I
Woodstock Club. They will bring tei pany
a horse.
It broke his jaws and sto
men.
Dlckvale.
out his teeth and dislocated one shoulde
Franklin Grange will hold no mon I
The
15.
reporta from the patients at tt
I guessed wrong last week, for the
meetings until August
Milton McAlister of Albany is vlaitiof : measles have since broken ont, and what hospital are favorable. This little to*
R. S. Tracy's children previously had was is pretty well represented there, havii
his grandfather, Andrew Hill.
three patients there.
Charles Noyea has engaged the Loana > only tbo German measles.
a
Wallace Blanchard and wife
Maurice Tracy has been quite sick the
Mountfort rent
past week but is better at this writing. rived at the Blanohard camps for tl
Three more cases to follow in the same season.
West Buckfield.
family. There are about a dozen other
Peru.
Eugene Bennett la at home froa cases in town.
School closes in town Friday.
Ida Putnam has been quite aiok the
school in Berlin, Ν. H.
Mr. Clarence Robinson and Mil
past week but is out again now.
Our schools closed Jnne 19.
E. C. Staples was quite badly injured Mabel Sawyer went to Hebron, June 1
Mrs. Emma Bonney and Jessie are at
Tuesday by being thrown from the road to the graduation.
West Sumner.
Mrs. M. F. Robinson has returm
Harry Buck's nephew, Ellswortl machine.
E. G. Child la putting in another from Norway.
Buck, of Chicago, 111., is flatting at hii
Mr. George H. Conant went to Run
Lutheran window in his house.
home.
A dead dog was found in the mineral ford Falls June 24th to haul an aut
Mrs. Wm. Dunn is at home again.
Cbas. Smith and family and Arthui upring last Sunday by a young couple that was badly damaged by running \_
beech tree between Mr. D. r
ι Smith of Conway, Ν. H., were at Jobr who were out pleasure riding and oalfed to a large
for a drink of water, but the sight of the Conant's and J. E. Conant's.
<
Flagg'a last week.
Mrs. Ennioe Poland and Mrs. Emn
i Mr. and Mra. Phinney of Pern were at dead dog quenched their thirst.
It now looks like a light haj orop Conant were visiting at Mrs. Hatt
A. S. Hall's laat week. Harry Hall I
I Qstchsll'l Jon· 24th.
bar·.
wsat horns with thsm.

I

John'· Letter.

Weft Sumner.

Buckfleld.

·**-

OftM·

W«at Parla.

THE OXFORD BEARS.

ESTABLISH! D 1Λ3.

λ

τ*ηο

ΓΡ

Til Hi JttJBiOT 1© ±HHi UIlûArriOi
That is

why

I

am

selling

so

many of

Our Own Make of Harness.
made of No. ι Oak stock and all hatul
My best selling harness is the nickel
The same
trimmed single strap harness at $20.
harness genuine rubber trimmed is $22.

They

are

stitched.

JAMES N.
91 Main

FAVOR, iïZïil$&Γκι"

flit.» Norway, Mum©.

jBemotral I

Xbe ΦχίονΑ

SOUTH_PAKIS.
Grace

Murphy

stewart.

has been spendini
M ss Nellie Jackson
at Κ. H. Gates
the ι a»t week visiting

Mr*. C. O. Hodsdon of Auburn is a
guest at J. P. Richardson's.
Miss Agnes Cnlbert of Lewiston is visiting her brother, Wm. Culbert.

Miss Mary 11. Taylor of Boston is at
Mrs. L. C. Morton's for a few days.
W. C. McArdle of Hopedale, Mass.,
has been in town for the past few days.

Hill.

Julia P. Morton, who teaches ii
M
home last weel t
\binet n, Mass.. came
vacation.
«; end the summer

William K. Kimball Post and Circle
will have a picnic on the Fonrth, in the
grove on Pine Street.

Judge Adelbert Y. Locke of Farming
Marie Dolliver of Baltimore ha ,
ton was the
of relatives here a
>pend the summer in the famil; short time lastguest
week.
.£ her uncle, George F. Eastman.
The Paris Manufacturing Co.'s factory
Mr and Mrs. Alton C. Wheeler at is
on the Saturday half-holiday arrange.nmeneement exercises Thurs
itv
of which they an , ment for the summer.
V

t

..

ν Bites

,ν

b th

'inoni.

a

College,

.("irrie A. Gray and Miss Bessii
î.^ett have gone to the Polanc I
House where they will be em
table girls this summer.

ν

M
yt

Cushman
llartford,
kr «ar.ithe readers of the Democrat
ha*
his
contributions,
■it'·,·,4-: through
est at Albert D. Park's for a
v.

«f

ni

few «lays.

....

r*

v;

α

·■>

juet ground on Maple

Street
ur-f Billings Block, has bee ε
installed for the season. Α. Ε
: s b 'th Nestor and champion oi
Nation.

ν

y

wel

N. lI<ill. Mrs. Sarah Clark, and
Frank S. Clark went tc
Mrs
Fall* Thursday t > attend the
f Mrs. A. J. Knight, who died
at her home there.

ι.eorge F. Kastman ie spending
North Bridgton and at hei
the
rne in Lovell, attendiug
.•nient exercises and a reunion

Μ

k at

λ

..

ass

r

at

Bridgton Academy.

A. Young and daughter. Miss
-'.a
Voung, are visiting in Errol,
Charles Akers to
4 company inn
:·
there at the close of the Paris
:," >1, which he has been attend-

Mrι,·
Ν

in.:.
M
:

λ

Flinch.

»nil Mrs. s. C. Ordway entertained
friends last Wednesday eveuing,
the twelfth annivert« >n beiug
The evening was
; ν ir marriage.
social enj lyment and in playing

Martin of Turner has been a
in
guest at George II. Davis'. Mr.
">7 years of age, but is still in
Ma: i c
-session of all his faculties, well
remarkably vigorous and active for
k!i "f his years.
α
ι,

:

..

:

Τ
f

>

t
t

excursion train to Portthe Grand Trunk was put on
iay, and will run until Sept 0. Its
-i as in years before, going down in
renoon at 7:37, and arriving here
;e return at S:W P. M

Sunday

m

Mc Alls ter, who has just com·
years of the three years'
the Bangor Theological Semirse in
:.ary, was here a few days last week,
usj the summer vacation he is supng the pulpit of the Congregational
.rch at Albany.
M

ρ

vu

two

The Swastika orchestra will furnish
music for a Fourth of July ball at West
Paris Friday evening, July 3d.

The Woman's Mission Society of the
meets Thursday afternoon at 3 o'clock, at the small vestry.

Baptist church

Miss Grace I. Wheeler, a graduate of
i'aris High School, who had been visiting relatives here, returned Wednesday
to her home in
Milan, N. H. Mise
Wheeler has been teaching in Gorham,
Ν. II., but will teach the coming year in
Massachusetts.
Mrs. J W. Chesbro, who is superintendent of the Junior Endeavor Society
of the Baptise church, entertained tht
Juniors at a picnic at the parsonage
Thursday afternoon. Judging from the
s iunds which came from that vicinity,
the little folks had a tremendously good
time.

Carl Mason played with the Runaford
Falls Hand for the parade of Knights
emplar at Rumford Fall· on Wednesiv. St. John's Day, and the excursion
t
-he Kangeley Lake House on that day
,1 the next, in which between 500 and
Kuights from Kuniford Falls, Lewisr η and Bath, participated.

SOVTH PARIS
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I CONSIDERABLE

1.

I

Dry, drier, and it will soon be driest.
Gardens and lawns are suffering, and the
hay crop promises to be something very
small.
Mrs. J. P. Swasey of Canton was a
guest at Kev. J. H. Little's last week
on her way home from the Oxford Association.
Mrs. Albert Dean and Miss Ida Dean
were the guests of relatives at Norway
Lake for a few days last week, enjoying
cottage life.
Miss Catherine G. Briggs, who is taking the course in nursing in a hospital in
Boston, is at home for a vacation of two
or three week».
Miss Arline Crocker spent a few days
last week as the guest of Miss Bena
Tribou at her summer home at Pennesseewassee Lake.

S M. King has sold a bull calf from
his Kingleside Farm herd of Jerseys to
Melville Chapman of Bucksport, and
shipped it Monday morning.

monthly meeting of the Epworth
League will be held Wednesday evening
at the home of Mrs. Deroy Wheeler.
All league members and friends invited.
The

Miss Ruth Hemmingway observed her
fifth birthday Saturday afternoon at her
home on Park Street by a party to which
seven or
eight of her young friends
were invited.
The vouug people were
served ice cream and cake, and bad a
good time geoerally.

The Masoa Manufacturing Company
now shut down all day every Saturday, preferring to do this and keep the
full crew at work five days a week,
rather than reduce the number of the
crew during the comparatively slack
season in the summer.
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ride to his birthplace in the Whittemore
District, and visited Paris Hill and other
1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0-1
Norway
places in the vicinity.
Earned runs. South Pari» 6. Two baeç.hlts_.
Hon. and Mrs. James S. Wright and Rich, W. Pike, Parlln. Hits off Jordan, V. taι
Mr. and Mrs. Albert I). Park started for 1 3 Inning-. off Bearce, 'i lo i '--3 Innings. First
i.ase on ball-·, off Rich 2; off Jordan 1. >truck
Banger Monday forenoon. Mr. Wright out, by Rl. h 9; by -Ionian 9. Left on baie»,
and Mr. Park are delegates to the Re- >outh Paris 7; Norway 8. Double pliyβ, L.
Stolen bases. Rich 8, V.
1. Pike.
publican state convention on Tuesday. Bearce toPrice
2.
Klrst base on errors, South
Others who are going to the convention Bcarre; Norway 5. Hit by pitched ball, bv
Parle3;
will start on the early train Tuesday Rich 1. Umpire·. Walte, Sh\w. Scorer, Thayer.

morning.

The Yannigans will play the Bolster's
Mills team at that place July Fourth.

DISTBICT.

silo in his

A. O. Wheeler has recently put a
fork anil track in his barn.
Grover

D.

Brown

is

in

Yannigans
Tuesday at 0:30
The

school grounds.
to be Dresent.

past week for J. S. Brown.

will have practice
at the brick
p. m.,
All players requested

Saturday
hay) Hied
factory teams played

afternoon the toy

Lexington,
tbe|

Mass., where he has employment oa

street cars.

MB.

JJ

town

a

BT

«'airr.i,

Ye«! Rich, a Norway boy, did pitch I CUDDY.
for Pari·, and now the Norway team and
their supporter· can take their time and
THE nominations.
j
think over what he did.
Norway.
"5^® S" KimballK.of Holt
For the past two year· Pari· has been
of Norway
rS-EL0' Probate—C barlee T. Starblnl
ol
criticised as a very weak hitting team,
while the Norway team has gained the lOxfonl
TreMorer-w'»Um O. FrothlDgham
reputation of beiag a strong batting
A«°™j-M.tthew McCarthy of Bam
team, and yet in all the games Rich
has pitched against Paris he has never
Conmluilooer—Zena· W. Birtlett ol
made them look aa weak as Norway
looked Saturday. Two hits was the ex- I Sheriff— Bertrand G. Mclntire of Waterford.
tent of their batting, and had not Paris
on« wh° night have cherished
bunched two error· in the flr*t inning, I tue idea that the Democrats of Oxford
their opponent· would never
have County were asleep or indifferent, and
scored. Rich also struck out nine men, I therefore out of the reckoning in the
made two singles and a double, stole two
campaign, would have been disbases and scored two runs, one more I abused of this conception, whatever hie
than the entire Norway team made in I politics, by the Democratic county oonthe nine innings.
I vention of last Tuesday. The attendThere was thê largest crowd out to see
C0Deiderably leas than at the
DDCe
•he game that there has been this season Republican
convention of the week preu>d for si* innings the play was close vious, and the speakers did not express
in
was
and Paris
the lead. themselves with the same confidence as
only one run
The effects of an umpire who does not to the political prospects, but there was
his
understand
business were clearly I a good interest in the proceedings, and
shown in the tirât two innings of the I when the occasion seemed to call for it
game, and while Waite, no doubt, was I a great deal of enthusiasm.
honest in his décisions, his judgment was
McGil'icuddy of Lewiston,
very bad and kept both teams kickiDg. candidate for congress in this district,
The climax came in the last part of the I was present and addressed the cohvensecond inning. Perkins was safe at first I tion. Hon. Obadiah Gardner, prospecton an error, Libbv sacrificed and Lane live Democratic candidate for governor,
threw the ball into right field trying to was expected, but through an error in
catch Libby at first. The ground rules t iking the date was not present.
allow one base on an overthrow at first, I
Most of the attendants came in on the
but Perkins went around and scored and forenoon trains, and there was little doLibby went to third. Paris put up a ing about the court house until shortly
hard kick, and Norway claimed they before the hour of meeting.
It was 10:38 when B. G. Mclntire of
were eutitled to the score because it was
Paris was justified Waterford, chairman of tbe county comnot au overthrow.
in its kick, and after much wrangling
called the convention to order.
the game was again continued, Perkins Mr. Mclntire read the call, and announcgoing back to third, Libby to second, ed as the temporary organization, chairand Fred Shaw weut in as umpire. He
man, Hon. A. S. Kimball of Norway:
did excellent work and neither side (secretary, Lee M. Templeton of Norway.
he
in.
a
went
kick
after
registered
I Mr. Kimball was given a hearty greetThe featuiee of the game besides the ing on taking the chair. He thanked
work of Rich, were the fine all-round the convention for the greeting and for
work of W. Pike, the excellent catching ; the honor of being called to preside, and
>t Lane, and the work of Record, who spoke briefly, in part as follows:
It is no new thing for me to preside
reached first in safety each time be came
I over a Democratic convention in Oxford
to the bat.
....
-j
In justice to Jordan it should be said County
Although our friends the
that at least four of the hits made off enemy boast of this as the banner Rehim should have been put outs, but for publican county of the state, we have
the fact that they went into left field always had a Democratic convention
a band of faithful Democrats holdwhere the sun bothered the fielders.
j here
Norway had three new men in the ing fast to the principles of the party.
line-up but they failed to add much I We are Democrats because we believe
in the equality of the people before the
strength to the team.
The score:
law, with no special privileges, no class
distinctions.
SOUTH PARIS.
We are entering upon a campaign in
a.b. R. b h. P.O. Α. ι. I
state and nation. The president of the
»
Cole, 2-b
Î
1
?
η
ο
°
5
WiHoo.l.t
5 I niton States held bis convention and
\ J }.
5
*!ch. p......
32 1 0ο 00 nominated his candidate last week in
Î
5
1
Wheeler, 3 b
5
Chicago, and a United States Senator at
1
W. Pike, l b
? Λ® η° η that
3
«
l'arlin. c.f
convention congratulated the ReS
\
0
0
».s
3
Rawson.
J0
publican party because tbe mines and
2
Bolster, β.β
S the forests and the fields had produced
η
4
Laue.c
Jj
JJ
*
All the
more than in former years.
Retort, r.f
for these gifts of nature, according
β glory
8
Û 1 Η
Totals
to Senator Burrows, was in consequence
NORWAY.
of Republican rule. I had had a differΑ. κ.
Α Β.
Κ- Β.II. P.O.
ent conception.
I bad an idea that na2
I. Pike, β.»
î1 «" Î
was not rightfully
ο ture's
production
V Rearce. l b., ρ
4
5 ,, a
I
*
to tbe Republican party
Hamniomt, r f
chargeable
î
2
î
«
î
0
1
5
0
S
1
Price, l b.. 2-b
that the bountiful God who
« supposed
1
2
0
4
0
L. Bearce, c.f., l.f
cares for us all had something to do
*
Perkins, c
,ϋ0 0η ο2 η0 η0 with it.
4
Libby, l.f.. C.f
0
2
0
1
«
4
Lowell. 3-b
I am a Democrat because I believe in
0
4
Jordan, p., 2 b
the people—in the equality of all the
^0
4
12
1
2
27
33
Totals
people. The Democratic party is nearer
the people than any other party that
Score by Innings.
the
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9-Total. ever bas existed, standing between
people and an improper exercise of
South Part*. —2 00000β1»-β

^
2.
*

is

A. B. Talbot is putting
barn.

ED·—ADDBESSED

MANIFEST'

j

John Bennett bad green peas the 23d
for dinner from bis garden and has sold
several bushels since. Mr. Bennett has
au extra tine garden.

BOLSTKlt

ENTHUSIASM

another demonstration
finished.

1j-j" P' ?'

Sylvan ShurtleS of Portland was in
for the day Saturday, and with his
sister. Mrs. Naucy Whitman, and Miss
Mr. Nellie L. Whitman, took an automobile

Mr. and Mrs. J. F. Plummer,
Mrs. Walter L. Gray, and Mr. and
Mr*. Percy M. Walker, went to Portι. 1 Wednesday to attend the St. John's
ComI iay celebration with Oriental
:nandery. Knights Templar, of Bridgton,
f which the gentlemen named are
members.

IThe Democratic Coanty Convention

Bue Ball.

Mise Bertha Tardy of Foxcroft is visiting Mise Sueie L. Portf-r.

Miss Florence M. Jemtt of Den in irk
is at home froi a ie the
guest of friends here.

Miss
for the summer.
Κ xbury. Mass.,
has been 1
M »s /.oe Gerald of Caribon
L. Gray s.
recent cuest at William
Mr- (' \. Frost of S >uth Framinghann »
s the guest of her ei«tcr, Mrs. Di
XI

on Mearns

Misa Lillian Walker of Canton la at
Merrill'·.

Henry

Mrs. Maud Gowell and daughter Hattie are visiting Mrs. Gowell s sister,
Mrs. Albert Kyerson.

a

shop

and
of ball
with the

game

tbe high school grounds
score 14 to 5 in favor of the toy shop
nine. Toy shop battery L. Clark and E.
Shaw. Sled factory LaFrance and Guy
Buck.
■>n

power.
Mr. Kimball paid a high tribute to
Oxford County, and said: There is no
convention in the land that I should feel
so much honored to preside over as a
convention of the Democrats of Oxford
County. We are held together, not by
the oflices we hold or the expectation of
emoluments. We are the party of the
common people, not of the millionaires,
for there are few of them in the party,
but of the men who toil In the work'shops and fields, to whom the country
must look for succor in time of trouble.
The convention being then ready for
business, T. S. Bridgham of Buckfield
moved that the county committee act as
committee on credentials. It was so
voted, and M. L. Kimball, secretary of
the committee, immediately reported
that of the 91 delegates entitled to seats,
69 were present. Nine towns and plantations were without representation.

The temporary organization

was

then
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In Paria, May 3", to the wife of Mom· D
Smith, a son.
In .South Parti, June », to the wife of June·
Martlr, aeon
In Norway, June 20, to the wife of Philip H.
He A Ulster, a daughter.
la Norway, Jane 18, to the wife of Fred E.
Smith, a daughter.

dry good·, clothing, shoe and
millinery store· at Norway will be oper
Friday evening, Jnly 3d, and cloud ail
day Saturday, Jnly 4th.
Oxford Lodge, No. 18, F. and A. M.,
celebrated St. John'· Day, Jnne 24tb, al
The

j

Bridg-1

THE GREAT WHITE SALE AT
SMI LEY'S.

"I

H. P. Jones' cottage on the eaat side ol
Penneueewassee Lake. Transportatioi
wan provided by the owner· of the laki
boat·. Many went with their own teami
and auto·. Bean·, coffee and a basket
picnic dinner. Qreat time for all, young

Married.

trip

enjoying

Fall»,
23,
Webber, Mr. Ellsha L. Stetson and Mlaa Lucy
L. Jonee, both of Bumford Falla.
In Norway, June 20, by Eugene F. Smltb, E«q.,
Mr. Cheater O. Bolden and Misa Era Bouchar),

father in Montreal and Quebec.
The officer· of Co. D, 2d Regt., N. G.
S. M., are at Anguata for a ten day·'
•chool of the officers. The officer· are
Capt. John W. Nash, 1st Lieut. Mosei
P. Stiles and 2d Lieut. Howard L.

both of Norway.
In Auburn, June 24. by Rev. F. M. Preble, Mr.
Wlllard A. Seymour of Bumford Falla and MM·
8. Bertha Field of Auburn.

Daughraty.

Capt. Harry Downing is having all the
with

his

business be wants
Zanita. He understands the business
and takes great delight in pleasing all
wbo travel witb bim.
Mrs. Henry B. Foster and daugbtei
Laurestein visited in Portland during the
week.
George S. Walker, wbo sold his place
nn Bridge Street recently to Emma Gordon, bas purchased the Jonathan Blake
place on Cottage Street and will take
possession July 1st. Mr. and Mrs. Gordon will move into their new home the
first of July.
Mrs. F. S. Chandler of Bethel visited
her son, Walter S. Chandler, the last of
the week. Evelyn Chandler, who returned witb Mrs. Chandler to Bethel, is
visiting there.
W. M. Tiffany of the Gamewell Comstorpany of Boston has installed a new
age battery for the fire alarm system.
The new battery is guaranteed for live
years, at the end of which period it can
be renewed at very small expense. The
cost about one hundred dolold

now

.60

"

"

.75

"

··

$ .98 quality

SINCERE THANKS
HAVK

CATARRH,

ASTHMA

OR

"I

.50

75c

•peolal

Civil

light and

service

bTh"vl.ltor.

were

eoMrtalood fort»·

the homes of the Paris Π ill
people. Dinners and suppers were servand the Paris
at Academy Hall,
Hill ladies in this matter lived up to
their deserved reputation. farniehiog a
quality of entertainment which It would
nicbt

at

ΪΛ

Worcester Adjusto Corsets,
Royal AND
FINE LINE OF THE

Thursday morning encouraging refrom the parishes
norts were heard
which were represented. The principal

addresses of the forenoon eeseion were
the
on "The Integrity and
Qorintiiree " by R6V· J· M· *
Livermore Falls, and on the work of the
Women's Univeraalist Missionary
ciety by Rev. Eleanor B. Forbes.
The addresses of the afternoon service
which was somewhat shortened to allow
the visitors to catch the
"The° Certainty and Justice of Retrinu
Hnn
bv Rev. Frank Mansfield of Bethel,
and "Harmony of all with God," by Rev.
π A Markley of Turner.
A highly pleasing feature of the meet.11 WM tbe elogioft ol Mr.. W,.ifred Staples Smith of Carthage, wh
ro«
led theslnging, and gave a.
Mrs. Smith la a fine ">nger,
solos
whose services are much In demand, and
her sineing furnished much
βη1°7
ment to all who were favored by
her. Mrs. H. E. Wilson of South Paris
presided at the organ.

Revelation^of

hear^g

A GRAND FAMILY MEDICINE.
"It gives me pleasure
t0,fpea£®
word for Electric Bitters," writ* Mr.
Conlan of No. 430 Houston Stree
New York. "It's a grand family medicine for dyspepsia »d liver
tions
while for lame back and weaa

îrank

compljcalt cnnot be too "Ighlj
kSj.
reco^
the
mended." Electric Bitters regulate

digestive functions, purify the blood,
and Impart renewed vigor and vitality to

the weak and debilitated of both sexea
Sold under guarantee at F. A. Shurtleff
A Co.'· drug store.

A

...

also

■

■

Ladies' and Children's Summer Underand

wear

Miss S. M.
Millinery

SOUTH PARIS,

and

Hosiery.

Wheeler,

Fancy Goods,

Evangeline

MAINE.

Boots

and Oxfords $3.00
We carry a full line of the above a^d we claim qnd can
as it is pci.sible to make for that
prove that they are as good
are made Goodyear Welt and
of
them
price. Every pair
their construction. The style
in
used
is
stock
firstelass
only
fit
is always right.
perfectly and are comfortable.
They
full value for your money if you buy
You are sure to

get

Hundreds of people in the vicinity will tell you that
This is the only store in Northese statements are correct.
found.
be
can
where
or Paris
they

them.
way

The Έ. N. Swett Shoe Company,
Opera

House

Block, Norway, Maine.

Telephone

11ϋ·Β.

cool,

are

one.
$i.ooto $2.00

grades,

5c, 15c, 25c, 50c
...50c

Khaki Hats,
Khaki Caps in Golf, Yacht am! Automobile

shapes,
5oc

Our assortment of Summer headgear is large and

the prices low.

F. PLUMMER,

J.

31 Market

Furnisher,

Square, SOUTH PARIS, ME.
Telephone

106-3.

Deposits by Mail.
You

have the full benefit of

can

a

checking

account in

The Norway National Bank of Norway, Maine,
necessity

without the

Our Banking
brings right

of

frequent personal

visits to the bank.

by Mail Department

to your door the facilities of this

strong bank.

Banking by mail is simply the application to the use of
individual depositors of the system in vogue among banks.
In the enormous daily exchanges beIt is perfectly safe.
tween banks of different cities, amounting to millions of dollars, there is never a dollar lost. This method of banking is
convenient, private and time saving. It is of especial advantage to persons living in the country or smaller towns who
want the satisfaction of dealing with an absolutely safe bank,
that they can conveniently visit the
people not so situated
bank in person. To open a mail account, call or write for
When you make your first deposit you
full information.
will receive an acknowledgment of deposit and a check
Then deposits can be made from time to time by
book.
mail and you will receive a written acknowledgment promptand
ly. Your security is guaranteed by Capital, Surplus
%
Undivided Profits of more than $92,000.

THE NORWAY NATIONAL BANK
Norway, Haine.

of

...

High Grade Wilhelmina Corsets.

,iml"MDOî)t!îî5,oï
ine

Regal Corsets,

these

very comfortable.

Feather-weight Straws

Other

superintendent.

Shirt Waists, Globe and

They

50 cents buys

Engineering.

...

Crash Hats is

our

hot days.

The occasional sermon was given Wed

was followed by a communion
administered by Rev. C. A. Knicker

59c

...

indispensable

almost

Elmer W. Cummings,

SEE MY LINE OF

HATS

One of

SURVEYING

...

...

Notice

...

the™e™^™

Coddljf·

Spreads

now

29c

Straw and Crash

^ns

nesday evening by Rev. LP.

Bed

...

■D

£ °Rev!1 /MS

ton, D. D., of wrham, N. Hm following
a nraiee service led by Mrs. H. A. Mart
lev of Turner. Dr. Coddlngton ssubjecfc
was "A Growing Church," and hli treatment of it, while intensely practical, was
impressive and eloquent. The 8βΓ®οη

now

Norway, Maine,

Frothingham's

Wednes-

Hiram,

15c

whisper,

apeak

OXPORDS

Hoyt

39c

"

Tape Girdles

$ .S7 quality

39c

11

now

"

.25

$ .50 quality

59c

98c

$1.49

The Great White Sale Counter.

Duck and Canvas

topics

II

These prices continue to closing time Friday night, July 3d. Many goods not
advertised are in this sale, so visit us and see if you will not And them at

White and Brown

ΓΓρνρΤτθηηΜ

«

39c
29c

"

LADIES

Parie!

I·
II

49c
59c

Muslin Drawers

79c

now

inhaled Hyomei, and it gave me instant
lars annually.
relief. Hyomei will cure Catarrh and
Commencing Friday, July 10th, all Bronchitis if used as directed."
Lodwick Edwards, 1323 Madison Ave.,
the dry goods and millinery stores will
be closed Fridays during July and Au- Columbus, O., writes: "I will let you
know what your Hyomei inhaler did for
gust at noon.
Several camping parties have tents on me. It cured me of my Bronchitis all
the side of Pike's Hill where they will right. I feel very thankful to you for
the summer months. your valuable medicine."
camp nights during
Mrs. Bertha Weekly, Pleasantville,
Robley Morrison and Freeland J.
Morrison, sons of Mr. and Mrs. A. E. Pa., writes: "I want you to know I used
Morrison, have accepted positions for your Hyomei for Hay Fever with good
the summer, one witb the M. C. R. R., results, having suffered with it for many
system

1.49
•2.50

$ .50 quality

Table Linen

91.00 quality
"
.87*

II

39c

Our Store will be open Friday afternoon and evening, July 3rd, will be closed
PEOPI.E SAY ABOUT HYOMEI.
all day July 4th, after this date we will be closed Friday afternoons during July
Mrs. M. ▲. Drake, Utica, Ν. Y., writes:
and August.
1
above a
could oot
BRONCHITIS, READ WHAT THANKFUL

and the other at Poplar Tavern.
vears, and this is the first thing I ever
The officers and men of Co. D, former- found that ever gave me any relief."
Hyomei will cure Catarrh, Bronchitis,
ly of the 1st Regt., N. G. S. M., are satisfied with their transfer to the 2d Regt. Hay Fever, Asthma, Coughs or Colds,
be
now
will
and F. A. Shurtleff Sc Co. will give you
The batallion formation
It is a
with Co. Κ of Farmington, Co. Β of your money back if it don't.
Rumford Falls and Co. C of Livermore pleasant remedy, and gives relief inFalls.
stantly. Just breathe it through the
Hazel Bennett is visiting relatives in pocket inhaler that comes with every
Extra bottles for subseSweden for a time during her vacation II.00 outfit.
Rev. E. S. Cotton and wife attended quent treatment are only 5ΰ cent·.
at Colby.
commencement exercises
age of tariff.
was of the class of 'OS.
Just as soon as they got this high Their son Alvin
World
York
Don C. Seitz of the New
tariff on their manufactures, said Mr.
his friends in town a short visit
made
and
formed
trusts
McGillicuddy, they
was the guest of Dr. and
secured a monopoly of tbe business. last week. He
Then tbey went abroad and sold their Mrs. B. F. Bradbury.
Will find a complete stock of
Aaron H. Kenerson of Gorham, Ν. H.,
goods cheaper than at home, and he
A. Kenerread quite a long list of goods sold in visited his brother, George
of the week.
Europe much cheaper than in the bome son, the first on the G. T. R. R. on the
Passengers
market.
Portland are conveyed
They say we're a rich country. Of last train from
the electrics. No
But who's got it? I'll from South Paris by
course we are.
run to connect witb the
tell you. Not the common people. He train will be
then gave numerous figure·, beginning late evening train.
Mrs. Hosea Abbott and daughter
with the statement that seventy per cent
Me., where
of the wealth of the country was owned Alice are at Kennebunk,
are the guests of Mrs. Abbott's
of
out
men
they
thousand
hundred
two
by
Mrs. Tibbetts and Mrs. Hill, for
eighty-five millions, to show that tbe sisters,
principal part of the wealth was con- two weeks.
The funeral of Orin Kimball was held
centrated in a few hands, and most of
AT
.../I., of Vila
lata
hnm.i
Rov
.1 Π.
the»families of tbe country had a very
Paris Universalist
the
South
of
Little
•mall income.
was
Mr. Kimball
The Republicans promise to revise tbe church officiating.
the bod of
tariff—after election, said the speaker, born in Lovell, July 6, 1828,
Merrill Kimball. He
but it will be a revision in the interest Harry and Abagail
some thirty-five years
South Paris.
of the trusts, and not in the interest of moved to Norway
until
ago and worked at shoe making
the people.
Volesta
marrried
He
failed.
Taking up briefiv tbe matter of state his health
in 1865, who with one son, Mi-o-na Means Stomach Comfort
issues, Mr. McGillicuddy noted the great Bennett
with S. C. Foster,
increase in state expenditure·, from Frank P. Kimball,
The floral offerings were
value to many here
12,663,000 in 1890 to $3,425,000 this year, survives him. and abundant.
Interment it's of special
and declared that the increase had in- very pretty
IX TARIS.
creased the state tax of Oxford County at Pine Grove Cemetery.
A notable discovery, and one that apMr. M. E. Byron of the General Theofrom last year, according to theadmitYork City, will peals especially to many people in Paris,
ted figures, by almost §10,000. Elect a logical Seminary, New
Church during the is the combination of stomach help in
Democratic state government, said he, have charge of Christ
taken rooms the Mi-o-na treatment. This preparaand you will bave a different eystem of summer. Mr. Byron bas
tion works wonders in cases of indigestaxation from that now in force. In at Ellsworth Young's.
S. J. and E. A. Record have a new tion or weak stomach.
closing be referred to Obadiah Gardner,
a four
It acts directly upon the walls of the
and the name was greeted with cheers. eighteen horse power auto,
a
stomach and bowels, strengthening and
The convention adjourned a little after cylinder Ford. It's beauty.
William P. Rolfe of Yarmouth, fora stimulating them so that they readily
1 o'clock, after a session of about two
long time baggage master at the Nor- take care of the food that is eaten withhours and a half.
disease Mon- out distress or suffering.
way station, died of heart
The Oxford Unlver&alist Association. day noon. He left Norway some ten
So positive are the good effects folthe
years ago and went to work for
lowing the use of Mi-o-na that the rem"The Power and Purpose of our Faith
Forest Paper Company. He was born edy is sold by P. A. Shurtleff ά Co. unwas the keynote of tbe session of t
Universalists in North Stratford, N. Q., about fifty- der an absolute guarantee to refund the
Oiford Association of
money if it fails to cure. A 50-cent box
Which was held at Paris Hill Wednesday three years ago.
Mrs. Frank T. True of Council Bluffs, of Mi-o-na will do the good the stomach
and Thursday, and this general theme
of Mr. and Mrs. F. A. needs, which is simply to make it do its
was borne in mind through all the parts la., is the guest
Danforth. Marion True, who for some own work.
of the programme for the two days,
been visiting Mr. and Mrs.
was a very successful series of meetings, time has
PROUATE 50ΤΙΓΕ*.
T. True, returned with Mrs. True
interesting and undoubtedly profitable Frank
To all person 11nterested In either of tbe Eclate·
to her home.
to all who attended.
hereinafter name<l :
Dr. and Mrs. L. Hall Trufant attended
There was a good attendance, not-only
At a Probate Court, held at Parle, In and
at Bates.
for the County of Oxford, on the third Tuesday of
of the ministers within the limits of the commencement exercises
MarClifford's
sister,
June, In the year of our Lord one thousand
Dr. Gerald
association, but of lay de.legates and
The following matter
was of the class of '08, nine hundred and eight.
visitors
The weather, while not par guerite Clifford,
been presented for the action thereupon
the com- having
attended
Clifford
1·
Dr.
It
Bates.
hereby Ohdkbeu:
hereinafter Indicated,
Ocularly promising on the opening
That notice thereof be given to all persons In·
morniDK, was comfortable all the time, mencement exercises.
of this order to be
a
copy
causing
A. S. Kimball, L. I. Gilbert, Dr. F. E. tereateJ, bythree
and the second day was perfect, Β1ν,ηβ
weeks successively In the OxSt. published
attended
L.
C.
and
Hathaway
Drake
a
to
Democrat,
excellent
ford
tbe visitors an
newspaper published at South
opportunity
of Portland Com- Paris, In said County, thai they may appear at a
appreciate the beauties of tbis historio John's Day exercises
Probate Court to be held at said Paris, on
9
mandery.
111
the third Tuesday of July, A. D. 1908, at
Irene F. Hazen has gone to Kenne- of the clock In tho forenoon, and be heard theresession was held
Only
at
work
will
cause.
ebe
see
on If they
day morning after the arrival of the bunk Beach where
table work at the Eagle Rock House for
Kill· D. Penley, late of Rumford, dethe summor.
ceased; final account presented for allowance
by
by Henry Davis, executor.
tbe association was welcomed by
THINKS IT SAVED HIS LIFE.
Chart·· H. Tlbbett·, late of Fryeburg, de·
HiU peoArthur E. Forbes for the
for allowance by
Lester M. Nelson of Naples, Maine, ceased; flrst account presented trustee, through
Trust Company,
ple, and the response was by the.pre··
Portland
used Dr.
said
of
company.
«ays in a recent letter: "I have
dent of the association, J. H. Barro
Butler,
president
Harry
King's New Discovery mauy years, for
of Bethel, who was one of
K. HERR1CK, Judge of said Court.
ADDISON
saved
it
think
and I
* true copy—Attest:
of the Paris Hill chuich when it was coughs and colds,
remALBERT D. PARK. Register.
my life. I have found it a reliable
organized nearly fifty y ο»™ ·*»·
and
and
throat
for
complainte,
lung
edy
Wednesday afternoon, follow'5*
no more be without a bottle than
praise service led by Charles F. Rid on would
For nearly
I would be without food."
at Norway, there
has stood at
Fatherhood of God by Rev. C. R. Tenney forty years New Discovery
the head of throat and lung remodies.
and
of Auburn, and Chriet s author y
and
I eadership by Rev. C. A. Knickerbocker As a preventive of pneumonia,
no
has
it
equal.
of Paris Hill. The discussion of these healer of weak lungs
at F. A. Sburtleff
was continued
by Rev. Frank Sold under guarantee 50c. and $1.00.
store.
Mansfield of Bethel and Rev H. H. & Co.'i drug
Tel. 9101-4. Paris, Me.
Trial bottle free.
of
the state

a°short

49c, 69c

now

Short Skirts

months.
In Woodstock, June 19, Mrs. M&ry Ella Moore
Pearson, aged 57 years.
In Bethel, June 25, Mrs Holt, widow of the
late John Holt.
In Augusta, Mrs. Elsie Inmao, wife of Joslab
Kimball.
In East Bumford, June 23, Mrs. A. J. Knight,
aged 56 years.

It

49c

Waterford, June 22, Boale, wife of
Guy Bancroft.
now
In East Frycburg, June 20, Mrs. Carrie Boyn- 11.25 quality
"
"
ton.
.50
In Norway, June 18, Orln Kimball, aged 79
"
"
.39
12
11
months,
days.
years,
In Stewarts town, Ν. H., May 20, Horace P.
Churchill, formerly of Paria, aged 71 years, 4

YOU

Night Robes

19c I .50, .59 quality now
.75 quality now
39c

Long Skirts

In North

IF

in my life" is what many customers say

Corset Covers

Died.

steamer

bargains

advantage of this sale. If you are in need of any MUSLIN UNDERWEAR, TABLE LINEN, CHILDREN'S DRF.SSES,
TAPE GIRDLES, etc., don't fail to look these goods over.

and old.
Gertrude Gardner i· book-keeping ii Nellie Florence Whitman of Parla.
In North Buck Held, June 25, by Ber. J. H. Litthe place of Ethel M. Bradbury in thi
tle, Mr. Merle Alton sturtevant of Hebron and
cutting room at the ahoe factory. Mist Mlaa Margaret Price Deald of Buckfleld.
$ .25 quality
with hei
a
June
ia
In Bumford
by Ber. K. W.

Bradbury

auch

never saw

that have taken

In Parle, June 24, by Be». J. H. Little, Mr.
Archie Guy Cuihman of Bethel and M 1m Bessie
May Maaon of Parla.
In Paris, June 23, by Ber. J. H. Little, Mr.
Robert OreMer Jordan of Portland and Mlaa

W.O.

Next Saturday being the Fourth there
nArman Anf
nn
Mr
Rridpham's
will be the usual tournament at the fair motion.
will
be
teams
The
Norway,
The following committee on resoluπ
\V. Clifford and son Walter of i grounds.
Weet Paris, Auburn and South Paris. tions was
appointed:
W..reenter. Mass., were recent guests of |
With some good hard practice this week
Mr. Clifford's sister, Mrs. Cora Talbot.
Thomas S. Brl'lgham of Buckfleld.
South Paris should make a very creditStephen D. Jlllson of Oxford.
Benrv, Ruth and little Arthur Pratt | able showing.
S. B. Elite of Canton.
A. O. Fessenden of Denmark.
A surprise party was given 11. W. of
N. J·, arrived here last
M.
Stone.
Frank Martin of Romford.
Ellen
the
Miss
on
Address
of
I) iqisud Saturday evening,
week and will spend their vacation
J. H. Swan of Bethel.
a
nuraision of bis :>4th birthday, by
The Congregational church was filled
with their aunt, Mrs. W. ILSwett.
On motion of Mr. Mclntire, the folb
of the younger people. It was a
to the limit of its seating capacity Sunwas
a
Water
To
The
too.
Company.
Organize
line surprise,
evening
„·■
day evening to listen to Miss Ellen M. lowing committee was appointed to
was
«1 nt pleasantly, and Mr. Dennison
Stone, the returned missionary, whose nominate a county committee:
Mrs. ,,ΚΠΝΠΚ MnVKMKNT TO ■*»»
I nvented witli $5 in gold, and
kidnaping by Turkish brigands aud subJ. F. Hall of Rumford.
J. A. Kenney of Pari».
1>··αη:βοη with a piece of china.
into sotrru r.vBis this season.
sequent release upoa the payment of a
F. E. DeCoster of Norway.
ransom raised in this country was
heavy
inW. il. Kllgore of Waterford.
i.tmlin Temple, Pythian Sisters,
art event of such iutense interest nearly
are now being taken to bring
.J.
A. Thurston of Bethel.
Steps
v
! Evergreen Temple, Bryant's Pond,
F. W. Morse of Canton.
seven years ago.
water of Cooper Spring Brook
with
meet
to
λ·
i.ake Temple, Norway,
Paris during the present season, ami se
It was a union service, and tbe pastors
A recess of a few minutes was taken
:
·ιι
.lune 2-'Jd. About fifteen came
the benefit of the improved fire of the four churches participated in the to allow the committees to do their
Bryant's Pond and a good number service and the
was
of
The
by work. After the recess the committee
singing
improved quality
opening services.
f: tn Norway. Three candidates were
Miss
months earlier than it can the regular choir of the church.
to nominate a county committee reportSouth Paris degree water some
ii
a ted. and the
Rev.
is
introduced
a
charter
was
until
done
Stone
bv waiting
by
briefly
ed the following names, and they were
Ice cream and b*
w
t>
rked the degree.
1
McWborter.
the
Mr.
obtained
village corporation.
by
elected as the county committee for
ik- and lemonade were served during
but
distincta water comis
Miss
Stone
to
The
organize
rapidly
speaks
plan
190« and 1910:
t:
evening. The Bryant's Pond visitunderstood
a water system
was
well
will
build
and
which
one,
every
oanv
by
ly,
u:
re'urned on the evening train.
Matthew McCarthy, Rumford.
an hour. ■
over
r
of
address
to
the
her
according
planaι
p
during
substantially
Manly A. Brlglutm, Rumford.
Λ* a meeting of representatives of the i.ired bv the water committee for tue There is no chance for question that she
Richmond L. Melcher, Rumford.
M. L. Klmbal', Norway.
■vtmiay >chools at Dr, Buck's othee viHa-e corporation, taking the water is intensely interested in her work, and
Frank
P. Townc, Norway.
to
was
decided
<
it
that
η
of
fr.»m the reservoir built by the village
press
Thursday evening,
| through, in the Hood things
G A. Needham, Hebron.
l; t·· a union picnic of the four Sunday Cooper Spring Brook.
This company upon her for utterance, she sometimes
Charles F. Starblrd, Oxford.
s
!s at Gibson's Grove ou Thursday, would have full right to sell watei: to the loses the regular sequence of her dis-,
Herbert G. Fletcher, South Parle.
I ν
The following committees of village corporation and to individuals course, and perhaps occasionally even ; Thomas S. Rrldgham, BuckQcld.
John F. Phillip·, Fryeburg.
her nominative case, she holds the ear- ! F. C- Palmer, Porter.
anangements were appointed:
'
:
Seth F. Heald, Lovell.
nest attention of every one, whatever line
mi
itaUon—Charles L. Buck, Charles A.
.Tohn L. Howard, Mexico.
h Miik Κ KtmNal!. Charles H. Huwar-l.
made with the "nder-, of thought she is following.
trinv will all be
Klrke W. Spauldlng, Sumner.
Marston,
'.'tiuent—Loul* Keen. C. A
:
stated in the sublu beginning Miss Stone spoke for a
F. H. Bennett, Albany.
IClinton >1 Keen, Hsrrv Thurlow. sUudinsî. distinctly
Κ
t I* Cruokett, T. S. Barnes, Charles Merrill.
paper, that the property shall while of her work as missionary, over: Α. Γ). Feeeenden, Denmark.
R'.chardson, Greenwood.
in
later
George
when
and
in
be sold 10 the village corp.-ranon
j Fred L. W.
Bulgaria,
twenty years
Λ ittle blaze started from a spark on
Edwards, Bethel.
and*wires Macedonia (Turkey), where she had been
M. L. Thurston, Bethel.
t! r >f of tbe Cummings Manufactur- the latter bas legal authority
Y. A. Thurston, Andover.
at work but a short time before the kidto purchase, at cost plus s
ρ
ing < >.'s building Tueeday. As it hapShe emphasized
interest on the money invested by the | naping took place.
Also the Oxford County members of
pened there was help directly at band,
particularly tbe contrast between the the state and district commmittees es
a- a road crew were at work at the bridge
in conditions enjoyed by the people of thie !
are
papers
a »:i it distance above the mill, and a
officio.
the bands of the members of the villag.>| land, and the danger and insecurity
The nomination of candidates then
team was sent after the hose and it was
A. which are a striking feature of life in
w iter committee-George R. Morton
the first being Senator.
re.ci* fur use in about three minutes
proceeded,
the sultan's domain.
B. \oung. Chart*
T. S. Bridgham nominated Dr. Frank !
afier 'he tire was discovered.
Damage, E. Shurtieff, W.
to the matter of the kidnapComing
W. Morse of Canton, but Dr. Morse
a jil.ice burned over on the roof about
ing. Miss Stone related tbe story of the positively declined.
a* large as a half bushel basket.
of
incidents
ed at fifty dollars eachcapture, and some of the
J. A. Thurston of Bethel then rose |
months, during and nominated the chairman of the conthe subsequent six
Vdvertised letters in South Paris poet
which she and Mrs. Tsilka were the capoîhc·» June 29, 11K)S:
vention, Hon. Alfred S. Kimball of Nortives of tbe brigands, never bearing a
-«■* tb"bas
Misa Uo-ia Tur^eun.
way. The nomination was greeted with I
Mr. I. Ο Merrill.
word from the outside world or knowlong-continued applause. Mr.
*'r- II. R. Teaiiue.
ing of tbe efforts made for their release. ham seconded the nomination.
Mr- \nnte Parker.
Mr Cnas. Suirle.
During this time Mrs. Tsilka's child was
Chairman Kimball said that he was
Mr Cliao. Ν Tovru->en<l.
born, and the whole time was a period too far advanced in life to be swept off
» M Miiti h'ns.
the
for
mental
and
of physical
suffering
•I M. I·Ultiwoo·).
his feet by enthusiasm. Also that be
W. > i>ini(ley.
tion will lease its reservoir to the w*t
captives, which was pictured most im- wae too far advanced in life to make a
Stone.
to
contract
Miss
will
vote
llo<Uclen.
if
it
Andy
pressively by
company, also
He was complimented by the
canvass.
An offering was taken for tbe benefit
S. F. Davis, Postmaster.
with the company for tire service, under
demonstration, but wanted it distinctly
a boys' industrial institute at Thessaof
and
conditions.
terms
understood that he should not even go
Κred \V. Bonney has his house lot on proper
lonica which is an important feature of to South Paris to advance his
campaign,
tîie south side of Spring Street staked
Cushman-Maion.
the missionary work.
□e did not want the nomination, but if
out for a cement block house which he
with
a
full
insisted
understanding
is about to build, and has a shed up foi
they
Two Fires at Norway.
of the facts, he would sign the nominathe manufacture of the blocks. He has
°< ρ-'··
Two alarms of fire were rung in at tion
before
He
was
th«
make
interrupted
will
papers.
procured the forms and
The first
Norway Sunday evening.
be had completed hie remarks by anblocks himself. The house will be 28
struck about β o'clock for a fire in a other burst of
applause, and was declar31, two stories, with well lighted basehouse below Steep Falls at the south end
ed nominated.
ment and attic, large entrance hall and
The bouse was owned
the
of
village.
was
"J
were
performed
The succeeding nominations
three rooms on the ground floor, and
«adding by Joseph K. Edwards, and was occumade fairly rapidly, without special infour good chambers and bath on tb<
of
pied most of the time by tbe family
cident until the last one was reached,
second tloor.
Mr. Edwards and the family of Harry 0.
the list being as follows:
for
families
are
away
The Tsth birthday of Mrs. Cyrern
Stimpson. The
Judge of Probate—Charles Ε. Holt of Norway.
the summer, running the Pequawket
Bean was observed by a neighborhood
The rooms were preu y
Register of Probate—Charles r. Starblrd of
N.
at
brlde
hotel
summer
Tfae
a
hom«
House,
Conway,
Ox font.
party lant Monday afternoon at the
evergreen, fernsι»
^ mU8ii„. Many H., and the buildings bad not been occuof Mrs. Bean's son, J. Hastings Bean
County Treasurer—William O. Frothlngham
of Paris.
with whom she lives on Gothic Street
reMlwd Incladine » Iwi· pied for several weeks.
County Attorney—Matthew McCarthy of RumThe fire started in the ell from some ford.
The atfair was a surprise to Mrs. Bean
Tbe place is at the
"""»
unknown cause.
and was arranged by Mrs. J. Hastingi
County Commissioner— Zenas W. Bartlett of
i
Since that extreme limit of the village corporation, Bethelrtaea Of 190».
Bean. The guests were a half dozer ο
in the
the Class
SchoolI
Sheriff—Bertrand G Mclntire of Waterford.
and nearly half a mile from tbe outside
^ ^ ^
ladies of the neighborhood. Cakes anc time she has been
Mr. Mclntire was nominated by M. L.
wil) ^e much hydrant. A line of hose was laid, but
ice·* were served. Mrs. Bean was bon
the fire had gained considerable head- Kimball of Norway, who said that he
in Bethel, and came to South Paris fron
gone, way, and it was impossible to get a good knew Mr. Mclntire did not desire the
Ma»»>n with the family of her son som<
working stream through each a length nomination, but he expected he would
thirteen years ago.
of hose. The band tub was taken down, be willing to sacrifice himself for the
work
During the past week the crew
but no source of water supply was avail- good of the party. The nomination was
ing na the contract for the extension ο
able for it.
Patriotic Instruction.
greeted with tremendous applause, and
the N'orwav Water C'o.'s plant have beei
The buildings were entirely destroyed. three cheers, and Mr. Mclntire was
Th.Udi»«i
Street
!"·
Pin<
on
in
six-inch
putting
pipe
Most of the furniture was taken out of nominated by a rising vote.
They will lay six inch pipe through th<
Mr. Mclntire declared that when he
the first story of the house, but quite a
street to connect with the eight-iaci
of it was destroyed.
said two years ago that be would not
quantity
pipe at the entrance to the Mason Manu
There was an insurance of $1500 on not under any circumstances be a canand contents, which will fall didate again he meant what he said, but
facturing Co.'s yard, so as to make a cir
buildings
One teacher
cuit with the main on Pleasant Street
short of covering the Toss. that there were conditions that might
considerably
tnd
^
^
The four-inch pipe which was laid aj take
The second fire was about 10 p. h in weaken a man's decision, and he was
to extend
be
able
futuro
future
the
m
far as the hydrant near the school housi hope
of George Locke, near the willing to do all he could for the success
^ ^ {bat the par. the house
wiil remain where it is, out of commis the good work, an
at the other end of the village. of the party. But be didn't propose to
^ iQ instilling corn shop,
enta
co-operate
sion. A six-inch pipe will also be lait
who
ot the pupiis of This started from an exploding lamp, make it a sacrifice, as the one
from the eight-inch main on Pleasan
patriotism in th
about nominated him had said. He didn't
.^,y 4.por as the and was soon subdued. Damage
the lower grade.
street through Weetern Avenue to th
to
,,ned." We $50.
propose to be sacrificed, he proposed
Paris Manufacturing Co.'s factory, so a
twig 1· bent the
be elected. And if the men who named
the
meaning
to
Fourth of July Picnic.
to make a circuit with the pipes οι
earnestly wish
the candidates would take bold In their
^ kept
High Street Three six-inch hydrant of Memorial Day,
Walter E. Twitchell of Paris has invit- support, the whole ticket could be electthose who in
will also be put in, in place of tbe foui
ed Paris Grange to picnic at his farm on ed. He called attention to the large
inch hydrants now standing in Marke t βΐ and βδ Β«»<™
and all and increase in the Democratic vote in this
their building g»*· the Fourth of July. Come one
and
Square, in front of Mr·. Round·' houa
nation on the bring your friend*. All will be cordial- oonnty in the last three elections,
moat
on Main
Street, and in front of Mi
ly weloomed.
urged vigorous work. He was given

"U'i

The committee on resolution· report
ed the following, and tbej were adopted
As Democrat· of the County of Oxford In con
ventloo assembled, we pie Ige oor faith In tboM
principle· «υ clearly »Uted Id the early day· oi
the Bepabllc by America's great commoner, and
upon which the party ha· been built, Tlx., eqoa
right· to all and «pedal privilege· to none.
Therefore, Be It resolved, Τ hit we are In favoi
of the Impartial enforcement of all law·, and thi
hone«t and economical a<1mlnUtraUon ofeverj
public trust with a dne regard to the right < ol
all tin people as affected by the changing non
dlttona which neoeasarily occur from time u
time.
Resolved, That we pledge our faithful support
to the nominees of this convention and heartllj
commend them to the people of this County ai
worthy of the positions for which they an
named.
Chairman Kimball then introduced
Hon. Daniel J. McGillicuddy of Lewiston, Democratic candidate for Representative to Congre·· in the Second District, who was greeted with great applause. Mr. McGillicuddy thanked
tbem for the invitation to be present,
and for tbe hearty greeting given him.
He congratulated the Democrats of the
county on having nearly doubled tbe
Democratic vote in six years. Tbia, he
said, is a delightful occasion, because of
the spirit shown by botb delegate* and
nominees who are willing to accept
against tbeir desires. You are putting
up men in whom the people have confidence, and it ia the same all over
Maine. Thousands of Republicans, sick
of the hypocrisy of their party, want to
break away and vote for the men the
Democrats are nominating.
Mr. McGillicuddy said he was pleased
to hear that hie friend Swasey presided
over the Republican convention the previous week, and to read hie speech—the
same speech he bad read for thirty
years, the substance of which was that
the Republican party possesses all the
intellect and morality of the country.
It is not so. Most men and most women, of whatever party, are ou the right
side of all great moral question·.
Mr. McGillicuddy tlien devoted some
time to a discussion of national issues,
first taking up the campaign funds of
the Republicau party, reading from a
paper which he had a list of the amounts
in several campaigns, running up to
316,500,000 in the campaign of 1800.
Such an amount of money, he said, is
not needed for honeet purposes, but it is
wanted to corrupt the voters. It has
been contributed, not by the people, but
by the large insurance companies, the
national banks and the trusts. He scored congress for refusing to pass the
campaign fund publicity bill, and then
turned his attention to the trusts.
Tbe trusts contribute to the fund because they want to control legislation,
and their most important place of busiHe discussed the
ness is the tariff.
tariff at Rome length. Ho gave lists of
figures to show that the claim that the
tariff represented the difference between
American and foreign wages was false,
because in many instances the percentage of total labor cost in the production
of an article was less than the percent-

Boni.

NORWAY.

when be bad

White Sale!
Attractions this Week.
A
than

large line of Hamburgs

we

at

prices

lower

have offered them for years.

SATURDAY, the 13th,
we

placed

on our

counters 12

pieces

Corset Cover

lot Val. Lace at 50c per
ARE GREAT BARGAINS.

at 20c per

yard.

Just glance

use some

1

at the 3 and

of them.

4-cent laces.

Hamburgs

piece. THESE

Perhaps

you

can

We have selected one lot of slightly soiled White Good»
we have marked at most attractive prices, most of
them below cost.

which

Silk Tissues at 12 i-ac, just half price. These are not
wh ite but are thin, just the things for hot days now with us.

Call and

see

all these

bargains

and watch for the next ad.

Yours

sincerely,

S. B. & IS. PRINCE,
ABBOTT BLOCK, NORWAY, MAINE.

Picture Frames

Manure

Spreaders !
In

buying a

carload we get
count which we
to

a

give the buyer.

High Grade Portrait Work

Call and

in

placing

your order.

Mouldings si.

&

full

big disare going

before

them

see

No. 181.—Square Words.
1. Where one stays ; of the shape ui
an egg; a lump—a collective body; oth

Mats, Mirrors

We have just received a carload of 12 I. H. C. Manure

Spreaders.

The Ρ uzzler

and Pictures,

Crayon, Water color,

Sepia and Oil a specialty.
Satisfaction Guaranteed.

A. W. WALKER & SON,

L. M. TUFS,

SOUTH PARIS.

IF

OF

YOU ARE THINKING
BUYING A

New Incubator

Service.

Residences, 39c per naonth.
Business, 7Uc per month.

COMPOUNDS
buying.

THAYER, Agent,

C.

W.

Telephone

Rural

Another season, learn what the

have done this year before

SOUTH PARIS

Nichols St.,

SOUTH PARIS. .ΊΕ.

districts

with the Maine

One 120 egg Model for sale, $12.00.

13 χ

residents

which

plan by

A

Rural

Telephone

& Tele-

graph Company's system.
Inquire of the Manager

of the
write for
"Rural Telephone Ser-

nearest Central Office

HILLS,

of

may be connected

pamphlet

or

Telegraph Company, Livermore Falls,
Maine.
23-26

Telephone &

vice" to the Maine

Jeweler and Graduate Optician.

CH4IVDLER,

Ε. Η

Lmst Prices in Oxford Gouity.

Builders' Finish I
I will furnleh DOORS and WINDOWS of any
Size or Style at reasonable price·.

NORWAY, MAINE.

Also Window & Door Frames.
If Id want of any kind of FlnUh for Inalde 01
Outalde work, send In your order*. Pine Lum
*r and Shinnies on hand Cheap for Caah.

Planing, Sawing and Job Work
W.

E.

Sumner,

—

Maine.

Id Addition to Oar

Regular

—

MONEY ORDERS
payable anywhere

STATES,

and TOWNS

in

EUROPE, ASIA,

AMERICA.
SOUTH
AFRICA,
MEXICO, and the WEST INDIES,
AUSTRALIA, and the EAST IN-

ie the choice of every girl who has
The reason is simever tasted it.
pare,

prepared

to issue

checks for any amount ON MORE
THAN TWO THOUSAND CITIES

OUR DELICIOUS CONFECTIONERY

ple:

we are

in the UNITED

high-grade materials.

DIES, the PHILIPPINE ISLANDS,
and SANDWICH ISLANDS.

«Γ. H. Fletoùer,
Confectioner, Norway, Me.

Opp· Blm House.

Standing Grass for Sale.

Norway National Bank,

the Howard A. Swan
Norway, Ale.
; will sell all
J^~Thirty-!ive years of successful sertogether or in fields ; or will let the vice
to depositors.
Communisame on shares to cut.
cate with Howard A. Swan, DurRiser·
ham, Ν. H., or L. S. Swan, South
Grass

place

on

on

Clifford Hill

tS?· Early

The famou* Uttle pill··

24-26

Paris, Me.

Cut the flag with one stroke of tl»t
scissors so that the stur may be placed
lu the center of the flag.
No. 186.—Composers.
Two shoes, a man and the boy'·

seen.

A part of your body and the letter L·
Make one composer. If you guess well.
What the boy does In the Held of grass
And what he learns in the drawing class
Make one composer's famous name
When you guess the words and Join th<
saeie.

No. 187.—Enigma.
1 am composed of ten letters. My'δ,
1, D, 10 Is to glide smoothly as water;
my 3, (5, 7, 8 U the abbreviation for
Helen; my Ί, :> Is present for went.
The whole Is a prominent American.
No. 188.—Hidden Axioms.
By fllliuji the following blank spaces
with the ρroiier vowels, four common
axioms will be made:
1.

Have You a

Summer Stove?
The stifling air of a
close kitchen is changed

comfortable coolness
by installing a New Per-

to

fection Wick Blue Flame
Oil Cook-Stove to do the

family cooking.
No kitchen furnishing

convenient aa thi»
Gives a working
stove.
heat at once, and maintains it until turned out
—that too, without over·
If you examine the
is

heating

the

room.

so

NEW PERFECTION

Wick Hue Flame Oil CMk-Stove
th·
why this is »o. Tht heat front
chimney of th· '"New Perfection" is (onttutraM
you will

tee

under the kettle and not dissipated through the room
of tf»e coal
by radiation. Thus it does the work
Aik your dealer about
range without it· di»comfort.
this ttove—if not with him, write our nearest agency.

'RaVOLamp

than gas
a clear, powerful light more agreeable
Made
electricity. Safe everywhere and always. for the
of bras· finely nickel plated—just the thing
our
write
living-room. If not with your dealer,
or

agency.

Standard OU Coapaay ol New York

(Iacorporated)

Pianos
Large

Organs.

®

Stock of New Pianos and

Organs.

"Parrots are fonder of music than
are the other lower animals."
She-Aud yet my parrot makes a
terrible noise wheu 1 commence to

sing.
"Yes,

that's
Statesman.

the

reason."—Yonkers

A Good Quetser.
Short—I guess you couldn't lot me
have $10 for a week, could you?
Long—Say, you ought to I*? able to
make a fortune at the race track.

Short—Why?
Long—You are such
—Chicago News.

a

good guesser.

th· Puzzler.
Key
No. 174.—Illddeu Towu Puzzle:
to

Ge-

No. 175.
Beheadings : Babel-Abel.
Balru
Oration-ration.
(bearu>-ear».
March-arch. Averse-verse.
No. 176.—Charade: 1. Con, tent; content. 2. School, house; schoolhouse.
1. GrateNo. 177.—Postman's Bag:
gate. 2. Acoru-coru. 3. Bralu-bln. 4.
Month-moth. δ. Harp-hap. 6. Swuge—

aag.
Rosu
No. 178.—Numerical Kulgma:
Bonheur; rare, hour, sour, nurse, herb.
No. 179.—Diagonal: 1. S. 2. SAy. 3.
LaTe. 4. ThoUennd. 5. MonaRch. 6.
CrocoDlle. 7. PunctuAl. 8. SanctlfY.

Diagonal: Saturday.

No. 180.—Suffix Puzzle: 1. Hu-mor,
verb-ose, morotte. 2. Hu-man, sinner,

manner.

WILL CURE CONSUMPTION.

A. A. Herren, Finch, Ark., writes :
Good second hand organs from $15 to $40. Nice trade for anyone
Honey and Tar is the best prep"Foley's
to
from
hand
Second
to buy for New Year's present.
$135
$175. aration for
pianos
coughs, colds and lung
Nice instruments. Square pianos for $15, $25, $35. Stools, Chairs and trouble. I know that it has cured con-

other musical merchandise. Write for
a good trade in musical instruments.

catalog

of

playerpianos.

Here is

W. «Γ. Wtieeler,

sumption in the first stages.1' You never
heard of anyone using Foley's Honey
and Tar and not being satisfied. For
sale by all druggists.

A district minister once went to see an
old Scotch woman who was dying.
Noticing that her talk was all about herself ana the minister, he said: "Well,
Malno. really Jennie, I believe yon think there
will be nobody in Heaven bnt yourself
the minister."
! and"Ab,
weel," said the old woman, "an
I'm no' sae sure aboot the minister."
call.

Bllllnge Bloob.,

•outb. Parle,

FLFÎASE

In

Keep

When in want of anything in

oar

lines

WE CAN SAVE YOU MONEY.

give us

a

WE SELL

Doors, Windows, Frames, Builders1 Finish, Glass, Putty, Nails,
Builders' Hardware, Sheathing Paper,

vncvikiug

A

Only a little oold in the head
the beginning of an obstinate

may

oase

Hoofing—The

in, ma'am.

Wheelbarrows—We have a few first class wheelbarrows. Call and see them.
If yon will make inquiry it will be a
have just received a barrel of "Co-1
Telephones and Electrical Supplies—We
revelation to you bow many succumb to
and
automobiles
best
the
telephones.
foç
lumbia Ignition Batteries"
kidney or bladder troubles in one form
If the patient is not beyond
or another.
medical aid, Foley's Kidney Cnre will
It never disappoints. For sale by
oure.
«11 druggists.

TIBKD

MAN

8AVEI)

strong string to it. The end of the
string lie tied to a stick. Tlieu Le and
another boy went to a pond nearly a
mile wide, and Ben prepared to make
the kite pull him across the pond.
Ben took his clothes off and engaged
the other boy to carry them around the
pond, which really was a small lake, to
the opposite side, where Ben wished to

went into a very big
heavy package with

land when he crossed. Then the ltoy
who was to be in after life one of the
world's most famous men ran with the
kite till he started it soaring in the
air over the edge of the lake. Next he
waded Into the water and began swimming upon his back. With a little management, holding in his hands the stick
to which the kite was attached, he
made that kite serve as a sail and pull
him across the lake. All Ben had to do
was to He still aud bold the stick and

glide through the water with the greatIt was a delight, and Ben
est ease.
thought he had never had so much fun

SALAD.

a

K.N .MOL'88Κ.

CHICKEN

SOUFFLK.

For this dish have ready a cupful of
white sauce made with a cupful of milk,
one tablespoonful of butter, one table·
spoonful of Hour and salt and pepper to
taste.
Run cold cooked chicken enough
to make a cupful through the meat
grinder.. Stir the chicken, tbe beaten
yolks of three eggs, a quarter of a teaspoonful of onion juice, and a teaspoonful of minced parsley into the white
sauce.
See that the mixture is seasoned
tastily with salt and pepper. Put the
mixture over the fire and stir until the
Let the
thickened.
egg is slightly
mixture cool a little, then fold in the
stiffly beaten whites of tbe three eggs.
Turn into a buttered dish and bake in a
h it oveu twenty minutes. Take the
souffle directly to the table from tbe
oven, as it will fall if allowed to wait.
PINO

Have

PONG

PUDDING.

CURE

ITenr)' <>ary, late of
account present d fora 1
man, executor.

Jaiiiea I». IMltf,
ictlilon for an al ow in<

great love for his cat.
Ile designed this biu tower,
And at each evening hour
When lighted it looked just ilk# that.
very

JSk.

I.orenzo II. Thompson, tat·· ■>( |:
ilel't, "lerra»«H|; llnal a>i ..uiit |ί·
lowance by Kred It. Thomp»>n, .t-fn lnl-i:

not

living

ADDISON E. HE1UUCK, Judgeof -,il l(
IT—Atte
ALIIKRT D. PARK, Begl t

rt.

V true co

τ

NOTICK.
The subscriber hereby jrh
··:.·.
.«* t»cen 'luly appointed ;ι·!mliil-tr.tt
estate of
II
FRANK I*At Κ \ICI», l it·
In the County of Oxfonl, .lc.cnAll j..
bonds ar the law directs.
leinan U atralnst the estate of -:il I
desired to present the same f ir -··■
all Indebted thereto are rc'(tic-t.
payment Immediately.
LYOIA K. t'Ai
June Ιβ'.Ιι, listf.

<jj

J

RICHARDS,

line.

to

seil

our

»

in-

goods

the

in

at

furnished house for
whole of the
and fall months at a ver)

Lewiston,

room

rent for a part or the

NOTICE of

Addre>s:

; t

>

-·

Willard M'f'g Co.,

AT PARIS HILL.

v.·,

■■

these filters is such that they
can he used on a pail, jug
Read what
or any vessel.
the Pres-s says of this wonderful invention.

Maine.

η
■

ΧΟΤΙΓΚ.
»·
ts
The subscrll>er hereby give·· 11 tl·
.i»t
lia·» liecn duly appointed executrix ·ίιι
will and te-tament of
JOHN «i. CK \ WKOKf), 'at. .f I' ."
A
In the County of Oxford, decease I
.·
having demands against tbe estate
it'··
cen»e<i arc tl eelred to present the nam. foi
ment, and all Indebted thereto arc π ι .· ··. I k>
make pavnenl lmmcllatclv.
JOSIK 11. CRAWldll».
June Kith, 1904.

The
any time.
of
construction
and
shape

them

:·.

■

of Paris, Norway,
Oxford and Hebron, who
will he pleased to show
towns

L. M. Longloy,

Morway,

\

NOTICE.

The subscriber hereby glfea not
ha»· been duly appointed executor
last will an<l testament of
M A II V ANN WARRKN, at.· ..f II
In the County of Oxford, <I·
All ρ··ι
Ιιοιι U an the law directs
demand· against the eetate of -a! I
.ie-lrcd to present the same for «·ιι
all Indebted thereto arc re.) nested t
mi-nt Immediately.
JAMKS A I· I ΛΝ
June Kith. Γ>«.
JAMES S. WRIUII1
ALTON C. \v ii km i.i

one

W. WALKER & SON

A.

No

for team.

ι;

l.

■

of the greatest Sanitary inventions of the age.
No farmer should be withWe have arrangout one.
ed with
Is

Job-

to.

-·.

.f

The eubscrlber hereliy „'K·- not'.
.ι
has been duly appointed executor of the >-t
will and testament of
CLARA O. K<
II, it. ·,·. I
In the County of Oxfonl,
; -t.
having demands azaln-t t·
ceased are desired to present t1:· -an.' f ·:
ment, au.I all Indebted tbi π
make pa ν ment Immediate· v.
I.I CIAN w κ -in;
June 16th, l'J08.

The Dairy
Filter and Strainer

Lot

new

it

sotk i;.

ÎOÎh5CK^OOOO<XîOOOOOCh>C<><K8>OÎ

price.

a.

The aubecHlier hereby give- η oil· that
been duly appointai administrator
t
estate of
MART W IIA 1.1,, late of l)!x
In the County of Oxford,
iMinds as the law direct-. Ail ι > r-·
demands against the ept.itr 1.f said dea m a
desired to present the «arm tor -··«:··<!
.1. i
1 to maki
all Indebted thereto are π
pa;
ment Immediately.
June ltith, im.
LERO\ Κ ΙΙΛΙ.Ι.

Furnished House for Rent

Haine.

IVOTICK.
The subscriber hereby gives noil
bas been duly appointed administrai'
the will annex··.! of the e-tate of
λ
» INI' Κ Μ. ΓΙΗ »I<S Κ ,,ι
F.CNH Κ Μ. CASVVKI.L, late ol Ι'.
In the County of Oxford, deceased, .n
All
bonds a* the law directs.
perso
demand* against the estate of said d··
desired to present the MUM tor Mttfa
all Indebted thereto are requested to n...
ment

FORMXOM1 RE.

Immediately.
16th, l!«l

June

w

t

t

.»y

JAMKS S. Willi.HT.

W H HUMS, lliinm HOI ham, ο Pern, "χ.
NOTICE.
ford nui.lv, St it·· of Maire by 111- moitgage
notl.' tn.it
deed, dated i:!ih June, Ιλ-.·, «η.I recorded In tin·
The subscriber hereby
Paiis, Maine. nxfu«! ( ourtv Hegl-trv of IleM», Rook Γ.'Τ, has lieen duly appointed give*
administratrix ■'
estate of
page.'t.*, codvcvc<I t<· l.urk l.lbbv "a certain
IIKItRKKT w. III I.I.I Kit. late of I
parcel uf 'iiri'l situate·! In I'eru, In the mint? of
PARKER'S
Oxford, State <>f Maine, descrllnd an fol'oWs, In the County of Oxford, deceased,
HAIR BALSAM
vt/.:—lielrit nl' and the -ame Hi >t tn said I..'irk bon· ι-ι as the* .aw direct·. Ail perso
Clean·"» ai.d beautifies the hair.
.-· 1
LibΙ)τ doMert t<> me thi· dajr belB{ mv bo too iemand* against the estate >.f said
Promote· α luxuriai t growth.
stead farm win re my bu I ln^» were burnt" are desire·I to present the same for -ett
t,
Never Fails to Rrftoro Gray
Oldham
IDaniel
a
of
the
t
are
(part
and
ill
Indebted
thereto
(which property
Hair to lîi Youthful Co!or.
HqimM'l
farm, belt)# the chare whleh said Daniel Oldham pay nent Immediately
Cure· scalp oiw:«c· & ha'f taliiug.
Sue, and 11 "-· at Dru^g!v.i
ejilive eil to A xel < lliihnm, who In turn conveyed
June lHth, l'JOÎ.
CARRIK \. Ill l.f.l KU
to fil·I I.ark I Ibby); whl· h mortgage was thereafterward··, to wit. on the -.Mill ibiy 01 Kebruary,
mmcB.
is'JT, assigned by the said l.atk l.lbby to me by
The subscriber hereby (rives notl.·.· t! at
hie asidgnmew r· corded In -aid Ox for· I It· glnry
U
administratrix
has been
of
Deeds, Hook'.ΊΓι, page los; nn<l whereat· the estate of duly appointed
to
A red Irish setter, answers
l>een
has
broken,
of
«aid
condition
mortgage
WIIITM
1,1.Κ
UREKNVI
\N,
the
Collar marked "L. now, therefore, by reason aof the broach ofof said
name of Rona.
late f Greenwood,
foreclosure
condition thereof, 1 cl dm
In the County of oxford, dccea«c<l, an
mortgage
Bennett." Inform
All person'
bonds a^ the law directs
Hath, .Maine, -lune H, 1!*K
demands against the estate of said ·Ι. ι·>
KDWIN It. OLDHAM.
FRANK BENNETT,
t.
A'» 27 are de-lred to present the same for sett.
Wm. T. Hall, Jr., Attorney.
aud all Indebted thereto arc re«|ueste
Paris, Maine.
ν
pa ment Immediately.
KLI/.A A. U 111Τ M \N
June 16th, 1908.
STATE OF MAINE.

MRS. EMILY A.

25-2S

STOWE,

>·

■

1

—Youth's

Companion.

A Famous Saying.
Ton have probably heard or read the
famous saying, "I had rather be the
first man in a village than the second
man in Home," and have wondered
perhaps who iirst used It. Plutarch at

tributes It to Julius Caesar. The story
is, as be tells it, that when Caesar
came to a little towu in passing the
Alps one of his friends said in a jocular way, "Can there be here any disputes for oilices, any contentions for
precedence or such envy and ambition
as we see among the great?" To which
Caesar answered very seriously, "I assure you that I had rather be the flrst
man here than the second man In

entered, without apology.
kindly explain," she began,

A LOW PRICE
—

Two Big Clock·.

minute. Its place is 3<!0 feet above the
The cost was nearly $30,0(M).
street.
The clock In St. Uombold's cathedral,
Mechlin, Belgium, as regards diameter
of dial is nearly twice the size of the
Philadelphia clock.

Stylish

Mr. L. E. Phant.

"Several years since my lungs were so
1 >adly affected that I bad many bemorhages," writes A. M. Ake, of Wood,
i nd. "I took treatment with several
| physicians without any benefit. I then
f tarted to take Foley's Honey and Tar,
ι ind ray lungs are now as sound as a bul1 et.
I recommend it in advanced stages
< if lung trouble."
Foley's Honey and
rar stops the cough and heals the lungs,
: >nd prevents serious results from a cold,
For sale by all
1 lefuse substitutes.

ON

—

IVOTICK.
COUNTY OK OXFORD, 8*.
JutieS, 190S
The subscriber hereby gives notice i: at I
Taken this eighth «lay of June, on execution
executor of tl >■ i-t
has
l)C"n
duly
appointed
dated June m'co-d, l'JOS, ls«ued on a judgment
of
rendere t by the Kumford Kail·» Munlclp il Court, will and testament
of Norwi
JOHN
K.
late
RICK,
beat
a
t<
of
im
thereof
Oxford,
for the Countr
In the County of Oxfonl, deceased,
gun and held on the fourth Tuesday of May, I
Ail pcis
likid, to wit: On the twenty-eighth day of May. ion <1 as the law directs.
the estate of said
1;*h, in favor of the Inhabitant» of Ruekfleld demands against
for are desired to present the same fir scit'e
against Kllxa A. Record of sal·!<>r BnckdeM,
-u r···.
all
Indebted
then-t·
and
ment,
dim
and
two hundred eight dollar··, debt
ge,
Immediately
nine di Har* and seventy-one enta costs of suit, make ptyment
EL'CKNK F «Ml 1 11
JuneVlh, 1908.
and will be gold at public auetlor, at tin· olliee of
K. R. Dyer, In aald Huckfleid, to the highest bidNOTICE.
der, on the eleventh day of July, 1WW, at ten
o'clock In the foreno m, tho following described
The subscriber hereby gives notice i1 ·.: ···
real eHste and all the right, tit e and lr.tere.it has dcen
duly appointed cxecu'.ur
which the said Eliza A Record has and had In will and testament of
A certain lot or parcel
to the saine, to w t :
Jons York, late of w iter!
clean and
In
situated
thereon
the
of I md. with
buildings
In the Couuty ot Oxford, dc. c.i
Kucktleld, bounded and described as follows : bonds as the law directs. All person*
We terlv by the highway leading from Hu«-kI
den .nds against the estate of sai
lleld to Chase's Mills: northerly by tli
highway desired to present the same for sett.
leading from Hucktleld to Ka»t Huckfleid; east- all Indebted thereto are requested to
«■!·>>
erly and rtoutheriy by land of George Record, ment Immediately.
containing three-foil· th* of an acre, more or less.
KLtiKNK Κ >MIHl.
June Hith, 1!·Η.
CI.ΛRKNCK « SU \W.
34 SB
Depot) Sheriff.

Carpets

Wool

Rome."

HEALTH.

to close out odd

patterns ant!

>

Chas. F, Ridion,

ZVOTICK.

The eubHcrtttcr hereby given notice lliat lie
hi»s been <luly a|>|»>l!ilc'l executor of the la-t
will ami testament of
SYLVANU 1'Kltll A M, lute of ΜΓο .<l*tock,
In the County of Oxford, deceased. All persons
having demande agaln-l the estate of -λ1<Ι deceased are dertred to |irci>cnt the same foi settlement, ami al! Indebted thereto are re>|UCbted to
make payment inuncdtatelr.
RONEI.LO C. DA VU.
•lune ltith, 1908.

Corner Main and Danforth Sts..

MAINt.

NORWAY,

WANTED
Farm

osr

IN KOKMTI ON
BEUAJBOINO

MOTICK.

i*u3 in ess

for sale. Not [inrtfculnr about location.
W

sh

to

hcur from

owner

only who

will soil direct to buyer.
Give price,
description and state when possession
Mo be had. Address,
LDAMTSHIRE. fU. MM
RocW. N.T.

!
i

The subscriber hereby give* notice that *he
haé Ifeen «luly appointed executilx of tlie
la.*t will ami testament of
UK Λ Ν 11. WILEY, late of I.ovell,
In the County of Oxford, deceased. All persons having d'einafids against the entitle ot -aM
deceased aie desired to present the same for sett'emout, and ail Indebted thereto are reflected
to make n'vment Immediately.
RLIZ A ItKTH WILKY.
June 2 «I 1IIP<)

··'

Iruggints.

■'i
il,'.

"John," said Mrs. Spenders, "I've got
] ots of things I want to talk to you
: ibout."
"Glad to hear it," snapped her hus\ tand, "usually yon want to talk to me
haven't
£ bout lots of things that you

"That's right. Bunny. Help me on
with my coat, there's a good fellow!"

f ;ot.

W. R. Ward, of Dyersbure, Tenn.,
rrites: "This is to certify that I have
ised Orino Laxative Fruit Syrup for
c hronic constipation, and It has proven,
\ rithout a doubt, to be a thorough, pract Ical remedy for this trouble, and it is
rith pleasure I offer my conscientious
r eference."
For sale by all druggists.

riee and raisins into halves. Cook them
tender in a syrup made of one-quarter of
a cupful each of
sugar and water, then
drain. Crumb three macaroons. Take
half a cupful of almonds, blanch them,
chop and brown delicately in tbe oven,
Melt an ounce of unsweetened chocolate
over hot water, add a quarter of a cupful
"My husband treats me when we are
of milk; cook until dissolved and strain.
a lone exactly as he doe· when we are in
Soak a level tablespoonful of gelatine in
c ompany."
two tablespoonfuls of cold water, tben
"Then why are you so unhappy!"
dissolve it over hot water and strain.
"Because—because—be might show
to
of
rich
cream
a
three
cupfuls
Whip
fif a little when he know· others are
stiff, dry froth, add a scant cnpfulof
·11 joking."
sugar, the gelatine and a little vanilla
flavor; then divide into two parts. Stir I
the fruit lightly into one part. To the
A man who ia In perfect health, so he
other part add tbe chocolate, the maca· c in do an honest day's work when necand
more
if
nuts
vanilla
the
e
roons,
isary, has much for which he should be
needed. Use a Ave pound lard pail for a t lankful. Mr. L. C. Rodgers of Branchmold, and drop the mixture into it in ir- t >n, Pa., write· that be was not only
regular, alternate layers. Soak la ice u nable to work, but he couldn't stoop to
and salt for two hours. Then repack ti e his own shoes. Six bottles of Foley'·
and allow to stand two honra longer, ΐ [idney Cure made a new man of him.
Turn out and serve Id slioes with cake of £ e aays, "Success to Foley'· Kidney
C are." For ule by all druggist·.
any kind.

are

past reputation.

reasonable

m.

-■

EYESIGHT SPECIALIST,

summer

:

··

with your eyes and

A six

CantOI
of persona!
■

WE TAKE NO CHANCE

charge

..·

<'out

NOTICE.

goods. Call and see this
bing promptly attended

a

-t
,.t.

Λ

Ell/a Francis, I:»te of Peru, d«
lion Ihat Λ. E. McDonough or ►on»· oti
tb'e person I»· «p(.,»!nt«d a- administra»
the c-tate of *ali| ιΙπί\ι-ι."Ι preser t·'ι
II.
ihuebuer, a sister.

GUARANTEED SATISFACTORY
OR MONEY REFUNDED.

The best ol
of Plumbing Goods.
oak woodwork for closets. No old

Had

Paris den
by M

iwanre

presented by Dality 15. Hal Icy. widow

in the study day by day
—seeking to benefit all we can—
relieving eye strains that cause
headaches and nervous troubles.

A

f

Elizabeth A. Da via, late of |»i-r. ui«
ceased ; llrid and final a
:>r
present·
lowance by Edward .1 Eig<in,cxe< titur.

Wrapped

S.

Γ

Arabella i'arler, 111<
I
final ac. ount pnwted for allowam 1
II. c arf-r and Perdval J. Parrl-, trti-t·

Optics,

our

,r|

."Veille M. Ilowkrr of Pad*, mit. ,r
account presented for allowinr.· by 1
(lardy otti' rwl»e IJowker, guardian,
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Aril»·- D. Crocker of Pari·, minor ;
account presented for allowance by I!.;-.
Davis guardian.

Winders
1 itf

Dr. King's
New Discovery

centrally located. Apply to
JAMES S. WRIGHT, Adm.

LIJNQS.
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Thflma A. and Tlicrrolil

of Stow, minora; petition for Ilea
convoy rial (ittlc presenb I
Andrtws, '.'uar«!lan.

World

Healthy kidneys Alter the impurities
The clock for tlie public building In
'rom the blood, and unless they do this
up stock.
is one of the largest in
good health ie impossible. Foley's Kid· Philadelphia
are
The
dials
twenty-live
ley Cure makes sound kidneys and will the world.
jositively cure all forms of kidney and feet each in diameter, which gives a
It strengthens the distance of about a foot to be traveled
>ladder disease.
irhole system. For sale by all druggists. by the end of the minute hand every

can

Llxalo.0· Devi· of Denmark, award; flr-t
presented for allowance by Edward I.
Eagan, guardian.

account

with

The Capt. H. N. Bolster homestead situated in South Paris village,
thoroughly finished, hot water he.it
and all modern equipments attached,
a two story house, ell and stable,

of apricots through a fine
Steep two tablespoonfule of
gelatine in the syrup of the apricots for
half an hour and then put it to dissolve
in a gentle heat, adding a cupful of
sugar, and stir until it is dissolved. Add
"And you will give us your blessing?"
tbo apricot pulp and put it away to cool.
Meanwhile whip half a pint of thick tsked the eloping bride, returned to the
>arental roof.
sweet cream very stiff, and when tbe
"Freely," replied the old man: "no
apricot mixture is about to congeal,
Place
rouble about the blessing, but board
carefully mix tbe two together.
it in a mold, cover closely, seal the edges ι md lodging will be at regular rates."
with butter and imbed it in a pail of
salted ice for two hours.
ι 3URED
HEMORRHAGES OF THE
Rub
sieve.

and

Desirable Residence for Sale,

Suggestion.

A LESSON IN

cream.

Kmmi L. Iluhlirll, late of Dlitleld, <ie.
reaped; petition that George Water* or -.me
other suitable |>eraon be appointed a* admlnli
trator ot the estate of «aid deceased prcscriu-l
l»y George Water».
Cor· E. Walker, late of Ι.ονι·ΙΙ, ·Ι<·.raw·!
|ielltlon that Amelia T. Walker or
suitable person lie appointed a» admlnl-tmt./r
of the estate of said de.-caAed presented 1,»
Amelia T. Walker, a creditor.

Κ ILL the COUCH

SOUTH PARIS, MAINE.

Jacquo Spratte, Architect.

a newspaper clipping
jnder the editor's nose, "why your reviewer refers to my recent book as a
History of Female Suffrage by a New
Histerical Writer'?"
"Quite unpardonable," said the editor
the word ehould be
gravely. "Of course
"
spelled with a 'y.'

For a tasty ealad, scoop out the pulp
of three large juicy oranges. Add to
the pulp one cupful of grated pineapple, one cupful of cherries and two
bananas cut into small pieces. Sweeten
to taste, and stand the mixture on the
Serve with
ice to blend and chill.

name'f.

IN A

in his life before.

;rimly, thrusting

keep stirring lightly.

Cordelia B. Everett, late of Hebron, <lc
ceased ; will and petition f»r probate thereof
presented by it. J. Everett, the executor therein

S. Rioliards.

We Live

BTÎN HBLD ON TO THE STICK.

woman

"Will you

Winders and Stem
Please call and see them.

Key

FOR Colds8

Amended.
The editor was dreaming in his "den"
when the door opened and a rather stern

risaged

Timekeepers.

NOTICE·.

Ρ BO BATE

all peraone Interested In either of the Ktuu«
hereinafter named :
At a Probate Court. heM at Paris, in and
for the County of Oxfow, on the third Tue» l*y 0f
June, in the year of our I*ord one thousand
The following matter
nine hundred anil eight.
having been preeented for the action then ,,„,n
hereinafter Indicated, It U hereby Oki>kkkl>
That notlre thereof be (riven to all person» |B.
terested, by causing a copy of this order u> U
t>ubllehe<l three week» successively In tin <n
ford Democrat, a newspaper published at H,,ulh
Pari*, In said County, that they mav ama-ar at a
Probate Court to be heM at said Pari», on
the third Tuesday of July, Α. I». laoe, M 9
nt the clock In the forenoon, »nd be heart there
on If they see cause.
Γο

AND ALL THROAT AND LUNG TROUBLES.

It was the first Sunday School and he
sat in the infants' department eagerly
watching the superintendent illustrate
the lesson on the board. The superin[endent drew the path to heaven, one
straight line, and started the figure of a
man on it.
Gradually the man became
larger and larger and Anally when he arrived at the gate of heaven he could not
get in.
The superintendent turned to his small
ludience and, in a tragical and sorrowful tone, said: "You see, he is so puffed
jp with sin that he can not enter in."
"Try him sidewaye, mister, try him
sidewaye," came the small, shrill voice
from the infapts' department.

CAKE.

Fine

uuuuic·

He Worked for It.
Some years ago there lived in Arkansas a man named Reynolds who owned a
Malvern
narrow gauge railroad from
Junction to Hot Springs. It was» partly
ilue to the fact that he had put by a neat
little fortune, and partly to his habit of
wearing an enormous stud that he had
won the nickname of "Diamond Joe."
It was Diamond Joe's boast that no
one bad ever stolen a ride on his little
25-mile road; and, not content with telling this to his friends, he offered a reward of $100 and a suit of clothes to the
man who could do it.
One clear moonlight night a man came
Into his otlice, dripping from head to
foot.
"Is this Mr. Reynolds?" he asked.
"Yes," replied the owner of the narrow gauge, involuntarily glancing out to
see if it was raining.
"Well, I've come for that suit of
slothes and the $100. I've beat my way
un your road, Mr. Reynolds, in the boiler
tank of the engine; it was bard work
keepin' my head above water, but I did
it—and—here I am!"

Beat the whites and yolks separately
of three eggs until very light, then place
them together, beating lightly all the
time. Stir in one and a balf cupfuls of
sugar, a little at a time, adding two teaspoonfule of lemon juice and one and a
balf cupfuls of flour in which half a teaspoonful of baking powder bas been mixed through, and at the last stir in half a
cupful of boiling water. All through
the mixing of the ingredients you must

APRICOTS

man

bad a

People who use "L. F." Atwood's
Bitters regularly, never suffer the sickhats are faulty from the physician's nesses that come from a deranged syspoint of view, and a wider knowledge tem. Stomach, liver and bowels and
of the defects of the modern hat would
blood arc kept in a condition of perfcct
add to the already large army of barefulness by this useful medicine.
health
demonstrate
to
headed men. In order
avoided a per
They arc the standard family r-nedy.
which bats should
fectly healthy man was placed where At your dealers, 3&e.
the rays of the sun could strike blm directly. He wore while taking the sun
bath various kinds of bats for a period
of fifteen minutes each. Every bat con

bad given lip her mission in life"
Her husband is golna
"She hasn't
t.» lie yulferiiu' humanity hereafter"
Π oust ο f'iist.

"Threeaislesoverdownetairsandoveron

CUKRKY SALAD.

whipped

a

Steep Falls, Me., July 31, 1906.
"I have used the true 'L. F.' Bitters
for constipation and dizziness and received much benefit from them, being
almost entirely cured from dizziness,
with which I was greatly afflicted before I used the Bitters."
F. L. Strout.

Suffering Humanity.
"Mrs. Soiirinug. who thought she had
η mission to look after suffering Ιιιι
inanity, is married. isn't she?"
"Yep."
"1 was surprised to learn thiit sin

he Wabash si de."
He went there, wherever that was, and
found that he had made a mistake.
He knew it was himself who had made
Lhe mistake, for as nice a man as a floorwalker with a Prince Albert on couldn't
bave made a mistake.
Finally after he had lugged his bundle
thirty-two blocks hunting the check
room, had found the check room and deposited hie bundle be walked his two
blocks to the other place and was
through for the day.
Then he soliloquized:
"How should I ever have got through
Dratood the wear and tear of that long
two blocks carrying that bundle? If it
badn't been for the check room syetem,
what could I have done?"

Remove the stones from canned or
fresh cherries (white ones are the best)
and fill ip the cavity with a nut of some
kind. Filberts are very good. Kemove
the brown skin if you can. Arrange in
nests of lettuce leaves and serve with
mayonnaise or French dressing.

FRUIT

He

Dizziness

Tbe size, the style and Incidentally
the cost of women's hate, says a writer
In the Berliner Umschau, have taken
up so much of tbe time of tbe people
wbo make bats a study that they have
not tiad a moment to devote to the
head covering of the sterner sex. Considered from the hygienic point of
view, little fault can be found with tbe
bats of our sisters, although some of
them, when viewed through the glass
of reason, are unthinkable. But men's

<J5 and tbe black bat and yachting car
DO and 100 degrees respectively.

trim.
Not in the sense you mean, smartiee,
but in the real sense.
He bad to go two blocks farther down
[he street and didn't want to carry the
package. So he decided that he would
leave it in the check room.
He asked a floorwalker who looked
like a United States senator, but who
was a perfect gentleman, where the
check room was. The floorwalker said:

TONGUE.

BPONOE

day

One
store.

Hygienic

It· 8erioua Defects From the
Point of View.

tained In the crown a thermometer,
and these recorded as follows: The out
In the panama hat 77 degrees, tbe straw
Bailor 81, tbe silk hat &>, the felt hat

LA1S0R AND TROUBLE.

HIMSELF

This dish is as delicate aa sweetbreads.
The tongue to be used is calf's, ami it
may be prepared the day before using.
Boil it in salted water until tender; then
cool it in the water in which it was
cooked. Peel and trim off all the rough
places about the root, and then slice in
Put into your pan or
small pieces.
chafingdish two tablespoonfuls of butter
and three level tablespoonfuls of flour.
When well blended and bubbly, add a
cupful and a half of milk or cream, balf
a teaspoonful of salt, a dash of cayenne
pepper, a grating of nutmeg and one
tablespoonful of minced parsley. Stir
until smooth and creamy, then add two
cupfuls of the sliced tongue; stir until
beated thoroughly. Serve on a hot platter.
Saratoga chips (potatoes) go well
with this dish.

CAPITAL

THE

WAY

l'HE

α

Stopped his

THE MODERN HAT.

Watch Bargains.

lay. We believe that Mr. Taft will lead
the way to a just settlement of each succeeding phase of thin question. A vigia
lant prosecuting officer and then
righteous judge, the secretary of war is
task
for
tbe
remarkably well equipped
if directing the government regulation
jf interstate corporations. Finally, Mr.
raft has won the respect and confidence
}f foreign nations, particularly those
nations of the Orient with whom our relations are at once close and complicated.
Hie esteem in which he is held abroad
is one of his most striking qualifications
for tbe presidency. Therefore, on this
and all the other counts we have mentioned the convention at Chicago did
well to nominate him.
We confidently predict that Taft will
tie elected, and we also predict that his
idminietration, though it may be less
spectacular, will be none the less strenuous than that of the heroic Roosevelt.

SHERBET.

ready a cup of mixed fruit, like
be pineapple, cherries and seeded raisins.
of Cut tbe pineapple into cubes, the cher-

Nasal Catarrh. Drive out the invader
with Ely's Cream Balm applied straight
to the inflamed stuffed up air passages.
Price 50c. If yon prefer to use an
Linseed Oil,
Floor Paints,
atomizer, ask for Liquid Cream Balm.
House Paints,
It has all the good qualities of the solid
Varnishes,
Floor Dressing,
Barn Paints,
form of this remedy and will rid you of
Floor Finish,
Turpentine, catarrh
Hoof Paints,
No cocaine to
or hay fever.
Brushes.
Filler,
merPaints,
No
Liquid
dreadful habit.
breed a
Wagon
desirable.
be
most
to
we
believe
which
Price
lines
of
secretion.
new
the
some
ont
have
We
paints
cury to dry
75c., with spraying tube. All druggists,
beet of all roofings. THE TIME TESTED KIND. Don't or mailed by Ely Bros., 56 Warren Street,
Paroid
New York.
try imitations.
Mrs. Weetend—You'll not find me
lasts.
kind
that
Screen Doors and Winèow Screens—We make to order. The
difficult to suit, Norah.
veranda screened in. We
Have
in
stock.
of
door·
sizes
your
Regular
Norah (the new maid)—I'm sure not,
sell wire screen cloth, spring hinges, screen door oatches, Ac.
ma'am; 1 saw your husband as I came

S. P. MAXIM & SON,

CREAMED

Of all the great men of America
there Is not one the story of whose
more
childhood Is
entertaining to
young people than that of Benjamin
Fruuklin. lie was such η strong, handsome, daring boy, and he could do so
many things and do them well!
Ben took naturally to athletic exercises. By the time he was twelve years
old he was probably the best swlmmei
of his age In the civilized world. One
of his devices was to make a kite to
save him the labor of doing his own
swimming. He got a kite with a long.

»ral, judge, tbe president's right-hand
issooiate. Harmonizing the rights and
)bligatioDS of employers and the employed is one of the most delicate, one of
:he most important questions of the

STRAWBERRY ICE.
No Scoop on Ma.
"Millie." said the young man as he
Whip the whites of three egge with
8li|>i>ed the engagement ring on her three tablespoons of sugar. Crush two
of hulled berries with one pound
finger, "have you told your mother quarts
of granulated sugar and let stand one
about this?"
hour.
Strain and flavor with lemon
"Oh. you iunoceut!" exclaimed Miss
Soak one tableepoonful of gelajuice.
Millie. "Why. Clarence, mamma knew tine in cold water and dissolve with a litIt six mouths before you did."—Den- tle hot water. Cool and add to the berver News-Tiiues.
ry syrup. Place in the freezer, and
when partly frozen beat in the egg whip
and freeze stiff.
Near Music.

noa.

~

housefuroishing and give·

nearest

-w-ldg-s-n-v-rl--d-t-m-gg.

2. Th-nk-f--s-b-tw-rk-n.
8. Th-b-tt-rth-d-yth-b-tt-rth-d-d.
4. M-k-th-b-st-f-b-db-rg-u.

^ His Kite.

irelfareof tbe United States. We have
peat duties still before us in these lands
>eyond tbe continental border, and these
luties must be done prudently, yet fearessly. We think that the people can
:rustMr. Taft to see that these duties
Nor is anyone in the
ire thus done.
sountry better fitted by experience and
l>y temperament to keep a true balance
letween capital and labor than the man
who baa successively been solicitor gen-

Take the red pulp from an ice cold
watermelon and rub through a fruit
sieve, adding three tablespoonfuls of red
currant juice, a scant cupful of powdered
sugar and a tablespoonful of gelatine
that has been softened and then dissolved in a cupful of warm water. Turn this
into the freezer, and when half frozen
stir in a cupful of meringue made by
blending the whites of two eggs with
four tablespoonfuls of sugar. Freeze to
the consistency of mush and serve in
slender sherbet glasses, sprinkled with
minced candied orange peel.

name-

Bert—
Make two composers. If you're expert.
A root, a uakt-r and a letter between
Make one composer, as you may hav«

Bei) FraoKIio

>ne, not even excepting the President, is
July.
to well acquainted with the different
If we are entertaining on "Independ·
upeots of the problems with which the
enoe Day," it is very gratifying to mo«t
government is dealing in Cuba, in Porto
of ne to indicate the national colors in
in Panama and in tbe Philippines—
Rico,
the decoration of our table. This will rast and
complex problems involving not
and
have to be done mostly by ribbons
>nly the commercial but also tbe moral
flowers. Jellies can be colored, and
Dalutlea for the Fourth of

WATERMELON

CHANDLER,
....

toploa of Interest to the ladles
Correspondence
U solicited. ▲dUress: Editor Homulmurb'
Oxford
Democrat, South Pari·, Me.
Column,
on

erwlse.
2. The colored circle which surrouuds
cake made in layers with candied violets
the pupil of the eye; that which is left;
on top to give the blue tone.
au lslaud; a movement of the foot.
Place a little silk flag beside each
3. A circle—a sound; a thought; very
plate. Every guest can pin this souvenir
which
iron
or
of
frame
timber
close; a
on dress or coat, at the end of dinner.
opens or closes a passage.—Chatterbox. Cross two flags on the center of the
table and surround them with flowers;
or you can form the flags of fruit, using
No. 182.—Diamond.
red and white cherries and making the
1. Pound In emerald, not in pearl.
stars of white currants resting on a
2. The Spanish hero, Ruy Diaz.
There are many
square of violets.
8. A pretty uame for a pretty girl.
variations which will suggest themselves
than
valued
topaz.
4. A stone more
to the individual taste.
5. To die beneath old ocean's rage,
It is an old established rule with some
β. A lady of uncertain age.
housekeepers to serve either lamb and
peas or boiled salmon and peas at the
T. A letter in an old adage.
Fourth of July dinner. There are various
other dishes of vegetables and fruits,
No. 183.—Double Acrostic.
but the meat and fish seem to be an unMy initials, reading downward, spell alterable rule. Here are a few recipes
Roman
famous
a
of
naine
first
the
that may help you to decide what to
orator, and another row of let ten have at dinner or tea given in honor of
is
he
which
gen America's greatest of holidays:
spells the name by
FOURTH OF JULY JELI.Y.
orally called.
Cross words of equal length: 1. PerSoak one box of gelatine in half a pint
taining to the science of medicine. 2 of cold water until soft. Mash three
The quality of being able. 3. A feml pints of red raspberries and one pint of
nine name. 4. Blots out or obliterates sugar together and let staod two hours,
0. Relieves tben strain through a fine strainer. Pour
5. To be subjected to.
one pint of boiling water on the gelatine
from difficulty or distress.
until it is dissolved, then add the strained berry juice and the juice of two
No. 184.—Riddle.
lemons. Strain all this and pour into a
I am welcomed by all, and after mj mold that is lined with lady fingers and
coming—which may be attended bj set on the ice to harden, which will take
When ready to serve and
some disagreeable days—many things several hours.
are noticed which have not been seer take from the mold, cut a piece out of
for months. I give a vigor to the step the center and fill with whipped cream,
which should be dotted all over the top
and when I am released I cause greal
with candied violets, which will give the
machinery to whirl. I occupy u promi
white and blue. If you do
colors—red,
time
of
nent position In the matter
not wish so large a quantity, use only
and when I cease to be it would seem half the amount of the
ingredients.
at first as if time were no more. If 11
VIOLET MOUSSE.
were not for me, there would be few
Chill and sweeten one pint of rich
flowers and the farmer would sufTer
set it in a pan of ice water and
It Is probable that I shall come to you cream;
to a stiff froth, adding gradually
whip
and
world
the
yel one tumberful of
stands,
as long as
grape jelly. This will
when I go no man can tell where 1
give the cream a pretty violet color.
have flown.
Heat a cupful of milk and dissolve a
large tablespoonful of gelatine in it; alNo. 185.—Transposing the Star.
low this to cool, but not harden, and add
it slowly to the cream mixture, beating
constantly until firm and light. Pack
immediately in individual pasteboard
boxes and decorate with candied violets.
Pack in layers in a large tin pail (like a
lard pail) and bury in ice and salt for at
least four hours before serving. Serve
in the boxes.

Matched Hard Wood Floor Board· for sale.

Weat

Honored at Hon· aid Abroad.
(Boston Journal.)
With tbe exception of the President
ilmself, no one in tbe United State· has
>een bo hearty a champion of the ruling
Roosevelt policies as Secretary Taft. No

HOMEMAKEBS' COLUMN.

L

"How heavy my overcoat is, to be
iure! I must get a lighter one for the

1

iprlng."

The Kitten's Mittens.

There s α white Angora kitten.
On cnch paw κ h ο has a mitten
!>f the blankest fur you ever saw, and
she's in such a plight!
And a friend of hers who met her
Says It really seems to fret her,
] for she cannot take her gloves off whan
she goes to bed at night!
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Tho «ubeertlM r hereby give* notice t
t *'·
been «Inly a|'|x>lnte<l cxeeutor of tin
m I tegument of
l.l'MW \ \V. lll'llltARI), l.il··
·1,1
·ι>
In the Countv of Oxford, «t« ····
All mimm Ii«v1bic
bonde ι»,the l»w direct·.
Ί>
of
eal'l
the
e-tate
temar.dê against
l!
·■<
ileM'tf I to present the miiic for -<-tt
< t^·
l"v
illtndebte·! thereto are rc<|Ue-te<l to
ment Immediately.
.tons !; PIKI
IMH.
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18th,
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Before you say flour.
say GOLD MEDAL-

Always.

rrw'v
/■ ν*Λ· ·.·

·-'

Its your say
Now.

J1

'···

NOTICE.
'■·
The euliwrtber hereby jçtve·» notlr·' (" i(
«I
ban l>eon iluly appointe! exeiutor of t:
will an·! totamcnt of
Ν
lllAKI.KS W IMKTKIlM.K, lit.
In the Cou ty of <)*for>l, ·lt*< ··.*-< I.
AU nenon·
h■ i- .1-tin· Uw dincta.
I ·<'<'
lemanlt aiplnat the estate of -.ill Ί
iii nlre<i to iireieni the name for felt < ■·< t.
lt<·
are
all In'leliteil thereto
η*·|ΐιο·«(<
merit Immediately.
JAMKS L. I'AUTM Gi
June !«th, l'.ms.
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WASHBURN-CROSBY S

GoldNedalflour
THE VERY

HIGHEST QUALITY

